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SUM MA RY 
A general survey has been made of the influence of crystal plane on 
the chemistry of the oil-metal interface. Sin.gle crystals of 13 metals 
have been grown, converted into spheres, and their surfaces specially 
prepared. Five chemical processes important to the operation or manufacture 
of l ubricated surfaces have been studied. It may be concluded in general 
that the r a t es of these five processes with 13 metals vary with plane in 
different degrees. In some cases there is more difference between the 
chemical behavior of two different faces on the same metal than between 
the behavior of polycrystalline surfaces on two different metals. The 
significance of this variation with plane is great both in regard to an 
understanding of the mechanism of surface processes and in regard to the 
practical use of metals. 
The complete list of the 13 metals studied is given according to 
crystal structure as follows: (1) face-centered cubic structure - aluminum, 
copper, gold, lead, nickel, and silver; (2) body-centered cubic structure -
chrorrd um and iron; (3) he.:x:.agonal close-packed structure - cadmium and zinc; 
(4) rhombohedral structure - biB1lIUth; ( 5) body-centered tetragonal 
structure - tin; (6) face-centered tetragonal structure - indium. 
The Erocesses which have been studied, and the rates of which in 
general vary with plane are: 
1. Oxidation in air. 
2 . Corrosion by oils. This produces two distinct effects: one, the 
amount of metal removed vari es 1vith plane ; and two, some regions are 
roughened and others remain smooth . Increased roughness may produce other 
effects such as mechanical wear. 
3. Wetting of the surface by s t earic acid with copper, nickel, and 
iron. 
4. Rearrangement and roughening of the surface due to the action of 
hot gases in many cases. 
5. Electrochemical processes, including deposition, etching, replace-
ment , and i n a few cases, galvanic action . 
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The nature of the surrounding atmosphere was found, as in the case 
of copper, to have a far greater influence in controlling chemical action 
at the oil-metal interface, especially in t he case of etching and wetting, 
than the literature on this subject indicates. 
Although the preparation of the crystals was undertaken as a means 
to an end, the information and experience obtained with crystal growth, 
recrystallization under mechanical strain, the process of shear, and 
formation of slip l i nes are an important addition to the chemical infor-
mation obtained in the studies of processes 1 to 5. Physical as well as 
chemical processes are influenced by crystal plane, and a comprehensive 
knowledge of both must be brought to bear on the over-all process of 
friction and wear. 
All crystals, except those of iron and chromium, were grown by slowl y 
lowering the melt in a vacuum furnace. Iron was grown by t he strain-anneal 
method, and chromium was ground from large crystal lumps. Lead, zinc, tin, 
and indium could not be machined without recrystallization and were generally 
grown in spherical form. The mechanically strained and roughened layers 
were removed by electrolytic polishing, it being necessary in some cases to 
develop special solutions. 
An attempt has been made to find some basis for correlation of results. 
Although each reaction pattern is characteristic of the particular reaction, 
there are certain similarities in the pat t erns for metals of anyone crystal 
system. For example, the regions of high and low rates of ox:i_ dati on ,vi th 
those face -center ed cubic metals, the oxides of which can be readily reduced, 
are in general the same . Likewis e, the regions of high and l ow r ates of 
oxidation for the hexagonal close -packed metals are similar. The etching 
and wetting characteristics of the various metals have been summarized, 
and the variations in the rates of the several processes a r e given. The 
results of these studi es with a number of processes on a numbe r of metals 
of greatly differ ent properties suggest the universal dependence of 
surface processes on crystal plane . Also it is believed that many of 
the difficulties of lubrication commonly attributed to mechanical causes 
may have their origin, at l east, in chemical processes . 
I N T R O D U C T ION 
The processes which take place in lubricated ma~hinery may be divided, 
for convenience in study, into chemical processes and mechanical processes . 
In these studies chemical processes are considered t o incl ude all ordinary 
chemical ch~ngesJ such as oxidation and corrosion of the metal surface, 
plus the processes of adsorption, orienta tion of oil molecules , and el ectro-
deposition. MecWLDical processes, which involve the action of forces on 
_ metals, are considered to include such processes as friction, • .,ear, and .. 
shear. It s-hould be emphasized tha t this classification is simply for con-
venience in isolating and studyi~~ one variable at a time. A comprehensive 
____ _ , ______ _ __ _ _ _____________ . ____ 0 _ __. _____ _ J 
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understanding of over-all lubrication would be greatly aided by a knowledge 
of these individual processes. The present investigation includes all 
chemical processes taking place at the surface of large individual crystals ' 
of metals unaccompanied by mechanical friction and wear. In order to r elate 
the consecutive parts of this study, a brief review of the project as a 
whole will be given. 
An ordinary metal surface consists of crystal faces, edges, corners, 
boundaries, and Q1sturbed layers. Each type of surface has its character-
istic arrangement of atoms which influences its r eactivity. The properties 
of a surface are a composite of the properties of these individual parts, 
and measurements made on ordinary pOlycrystalline surfaces have a limited 
meaning, especially for purposes of understanding the mechanism of surface 
processes. Therefore, in order to understand the behavior of a metal surface, 
the properties of the different types of structure must be understood. 
From preliminary measurements made in this laboratory with lubricating 
Oils, it was suggested that corrosion of metal surfaces and other processes 
important to lubrication might vary with crystal plane. Proposals were made 
that the processes of lubrication, friction, and wear be investigated by a 
study of large single crystals in the form of spheres on which different 
faces of known structure could be identified. This method. also has the 
advantage of being concerned with the unit crystal of which all metals are 
composed and therefore offers special opportunities for tfte correlation of 
many apparently unrelated processes. The importance of the preparation of 
the surface cannot be overemphasized. Many careful surface measurements 
are of little value because they have been made on surfaces of unknown 
structure. In the method used in the present study all strained layers 
are removed by electrolytiC polishing, which leaves the known structure 
of the base metal exposed to the action of the reacting oils and gases. It 
is possible to follow slight changes in the surface by the appearance of 
synnnetrical patterns against a highly polished background. Through the use 
of crystals in the form of spheres, it is possible, in effect, to study 
chemical changes on a surface having a complete set of spherical coordinates 
inscribed on it for identification of structure and for following ~he course 
of the reaction. It was appreCiated at the outset that, in the study of 
lubrication by this method, the over-all conditions in an actual engine were 
not reproduced, but it was tho~ght that the underlying principles which 
control the behavior of metals in an engine could be effectively studied 
and that much valuable informat ion on mechanism of surface processes could 
be obtained. At the same time the desirability of using oriented crystal 
surfaces could be investigated, with due consideration of the possibility 
that this study might even show that an oriented surface is just what is 
not desired. 
A project for one year, beginning Oct. 1, 1943, was approved, the 
purpose of which was to obtain fundamental knowledge on the chemistry of 
the oil-metal interface of lubricated systems and its dependence on crystal _ 
plane . Tne Oils to be studied were : pure hydrocarbons, oiliness addition 
agents, chemical polishing agents, and commercial Oils. The metals were to 
be copper, silver, and iron if possible. The temperature range was room to 
3000 C. Emphasis was to be placed on dependence on crystal plane. 
l-.._~_~_~~~ __ ~ _____ - ---
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The first yea-r was devoted largely to a study of copper and the develop-. 
ment of the method . "Results ,-rere also obtained with silver and lead. and a 
few results with iron, nickel, and. zinc. In the case of copper it was shm~ 
that the rates of reaction varied with pl~~e for the five chemical processes 
listed. in the SUMMARY plus the catalytic decomposition of oils. Each of 
these processes is important to the operation of aircraft engines, and hence 
their variation with plane is important . For example, both friction and 
wea-r vary with the thickness of the oxid.e film up to a certain point , and 
corrosion by oils depends greatly on the oxida:tion characteristics of the 
metal. The rate of oxIdation of one face of a copper crystal is a t least 
five times that of another. The nature of the surrounding atmosphere was 
found. to play a controlling pa-rt in chemical action at the oil-metal 
interface. 
A few' additional effects ,"ere studied, which were thought to be 
important to lubrication and which read.ily lent themselves to this method 
of study. They were : formation of slip lines and their effect on corrosion 
by oils, rubbing of one metal against another whereby the softer metal 
acThered. preferentially to the ha-rder one, the effect on etching of rubbing 
two metals together, and the electrochemical displacement of one metal by 
another in oils and aqueous solutions . The etching of copper by three 
lower members of the paraffin series of aCids, acetic, propionic, and 
butyric, was studied to determine any similarities between the etching 
characteristics of a series of aCids, but no striking similarities were 
found . Each acid produced its cha-racteristic pattern. 
Eefore this information on the chemistry of the oil-metal interface 
could. be profitabl y applied to the problem of friction and wear or before 
a detailed quantitative study of any one of these processes was justified, 
it seemed. advisable to determine first ,,,hether this variation in rate with 
plane was a universal property of surface reactions . If this varia tion in 
rate With plane were a universal property of metal surfaces, this fact 
would have great significance. If it were simply a property of one or two 
metals, it lvould be of interest but would have limited signific~~ce. 
Accordingly, proposals were approved for a continuation of these studies 
for 1 year. The first 6 months were to be devoted to preparing and 
studying, by the same methods developed for copper, six additional metals. 
Actually 10 add.itional metals have been studied. This part of the study, 
including a discussion of all chemical stUdies carried out,is described in 
the present report. The second 6 months of this second year were to be 
devoted to studyill3 the effect of crystal plane and atmosphere on friction 
and wea-r and to applying the chemical iQformation previously obtained to 
this problem. This part of the study is . iven in reference 1. 
The consecutive parts of the entire study, including references 1 and 
- 2, are sumrna-rized as follows: 
1. During the first yea-r the method. of study was developed, and. the 
~ influence of crystal plane vras studied. with a number of processes important 
to the oil-metal interface. The r a tes of oxidation, corrosion, wetting, 
rearrangement due to the action of hot ases, electrochemical reactions, 
, 
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and formation of carbonaceous deposits were shown to vary in different 
degrees with crystal plane for copper and lead. Silver was largely 
unreactive. 
5 
2. During the first half of the second year 3 five of these processes 
were studied with single crystals of 10 additional metals of greatly differ-
ent properties in order to determine whether variation in rate of reaction _ 
with plane was a common property of surface reactions. This part has been 
completed and is described in the present report. 
3. During the second half of the second year, the influence of crystal 
plane and atmosphere on friction and wear between ~etal parts was studied. 
The chemical information obtained in steps 1 and 2 of the entire study was 
used in selecting the most suitable conditions for these experiments and in 
interpreting the results. This part is covered in reference 1. 
4. Since the general importance of crystal plane and atmosphere has 
been determined for a nlzuber of processes involved in the operation or 
manufacture of lubricated parts, it is now desirable to study on a quanti-
tative basis the more important of these processes. Since oxidation is a 
controlling factor in many of these processes, it is specifically reco~ 
mended that a quantitative study be made of the oxidation process for two 
or three metals by using color films, electrolytic reduction of the oxide, 
and electron diffraction as means of study. It is also recommended that 
the present studies on the influence of crystal plane and atmosphere on 
friction and wear be continued. 
This work was conducted at the School of Chemistry, University of 
Virginia, under the sponsorship and with the financial assistance of the 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. 
METHOD OF EXPERIMENT 
The method of experiment is the same as that described in reference 2. 
It consists essentially in preparing single crystals of metals in the form 
of spheres and studying their reactivities with hot gases and oils. The 
advantages of this method of experiment and the types of information which 
may be obtained have been discussed in detail in the aforementioned report. 
With the exception of iron, all single crystals were grown by slowly 
lowering a melt of metaL from an electrically heated furnace. Iron cryaials 
were grown by the strai~leal method. Spheres, approximately 5/8 inch 
in diameter, with shafts 3/16 inch in diameter by 1/2 inch in length 
extending from one side, were machined from the single crystal rods. This 
was done with the aid of a special ball-turning apparatus which moved the 
tool on the arc of a circle as the single crystal rod · was turned in the 
lathe. In a few cases in which machining produced recrystallization, it 
,vas necessary to grmv the crystals from the melt in the shape of a sphere. 
The spheres were mechanically polished, whenever possible without 
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recrystallization, with emery papers numbers 1 to 0000 and then electro-
lytically polished in order to remove the strained layers a t t he surface. 
Since the growth, machining, and polishing of the various crystals varied 
in details, the significant features for each metal are described under 
TIESULTS·. 
The spheres with shafts pointing downward were alternately exposed 
- to mineral oil and air by raising and lowering the spheres about an inch 
above and beiow t 1::te l evel of t he li'luid a t t he rate of about 15 t i mes a 
minute. Some experiments were conducted in an at mosphere of hydrogen or 
nitrogen. The conditions of experiment and the methods of examining the 
crystals have been previously described in reference 2. In brief, the 
crystals are examined by three methods. Oxidation patterns were studied 
by examining the interference colors which appeared when the crystal was 
examined wi t hi n a tube of white paper. Etch patterns were examined by 
means of the specular reflections obtained when a beam of light was direc t ed 
at the crystal in a darkened room. Light reflections flashed into view 
from small facets developed parallel to certain crystal planes. From the 
directions of these reflections and from the orientation of the crystal as 
shown by the symmetry of the etch patterns, the crystal plane along which 
these facets formed was determined. The details of the etching in any one 
area were examined with a microscol)e. The direction, depth, and crOSB-
sectional dimensions of the etch structure could be measured. In mos t 
etching exp~ri ,nents t he cryst als were weighed before and after etching in 
order to obtain a rough measure of the degree of etching, but such measure-
ment s are limited in meaning because of the fact that all crystal planes 
Were exposed and the rat e of etching along these planes varied greatly . 
However, these weight measurements are of value when combined with infor-
mation on the etch patterns. 
It should be emphasized that, although care was taken in the prepa-
ration of the surfaces used in these studies, there is still a great need 
for a special study to be made on the preparation of metal surfaces mechan-
ically smooth and chemically clean. In reference 2 various treatments fOT 
cleaning the surface of copper were described. It is believed t hat the 
surfaces used in this present study are satisfactory for the tests made, 
but the point should be made that the advancement of our knowledge of 
surface chemistry, and especially the correlation between theory and 
experiment , i s dependent on the preparation of a surface of known structure 
which is more nearly mechanically plane and chemically clean. This is not 
an easy task. 
Stearic acid was one of the oiliness agents used and tricresyl 
phosphate was one of the polishing agents used. A few experiments were 
conducted with pure-grade phosphate but this was not generally used 
beGause of excessiv~ cost. The used and unused aviation oils were supplied 
by the NACA Flight Propulsion Research Laboratory in Cleveland. The 
p~ity of the metals used is described in RESULTS. 
--- ---- -- -- -~- -- ------~------'".-
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RESULT S 
The pertinent facts about the growth, machining, polishing, and chemi~al 
reaction s are given for each metal. In describing the chenD.cal reactions, it 
is necessary to describe in some detail the various patterns obtained. 
Although this makes difficult reading because of both the inherent compli-
cations of the patterns and the large number of r eactions studied, this 
method of description is necessary in first recording the chemical prop-
erties of the individual crystals. It is from this type of information 
that the conditions for subsequent detailed s tudies must be select ed. 
The number of tests made and the information obt ained vary s omewhat with 
the metal, the number of tests made depending on the importance of the 
metal and the difficulties encountered. The metals are grouped according 
to the lattice spacing in which they crystallize . They will be consid-
ered in alphabetical order wi thin anyone lattice spacing. Tempera-
tures are expressed in degrees cent igrade. 
The photographs given in the present report (figs. 1 to 21) are 
oriented in the same directions for cryst als of any one structure in 
order that the patterns may be compared. The views of crystals of the 
face-centered and body-centered cubic structure are looking normal to 
the surface at the (100) pole. Tables I to III give results of oxidation, 
etching, and wetting . 
FACE-CENTERED CUBIC STRUCTURE 
Aluminum 
The aluminum used had a listed purity of 99·4 percent aluminum. 
The melting point of the pure metal is 6600 . 
Growth.- Crystals in the form of rods, 5/8 inch in diameter by 
6 inches in length, were grmm by lowering a melt at the rate of 1/2 inch 
per hour in an electrically heated molybdenum-wound vacuum furnace. The 
crucible consisted of a graphite rod into which was drilled a hole with 
a tapered point at the lower end for the formation of a single nucleus. 
Machining .- Spheres, 5/8 inch in diameter, with a small shaft 
3/16 inch in diameter by 1/2 inch in length extending from one Side, 
were machined from the rod. Single crystals are much softer than the 
polycrystalline material and great care is usually required in machining . 
In the case of aluminum, chips of the metal adhere readily to the work 
so that a bad surface finish results. This can be prevented by machining 
slowly and using carbon tetrach~oride as a cutting oil. The tool should 
have a large positive rake of 40 0 to 60 0 and a side rake of 600. The 
clearance should be 80 to 100 • If this angle is t oo small, the side of j 
the tool will rub against the work and generate heat and distortion in I 
the underlying metal; if too large, it will tend to cause diggi ng . The 
J 
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nose radius should be sm8.ll since only light cuts can be made. In all 
cases it is essential to have keen cutting edges and highly polished faces 
,vhich are free from burrs. The tools should be finished on a fine wheel 
followed by a very fine oil stone. Since aluminum expands greatly when 
heated~ drilling should be done very carefully to prevent gripping of the 
drill. A good lubricant of one part lard oil to one part kerosene should 
be used and the drill should be withdrawn freQuently to dispose of chips. 
Polishing.- The spheres were mechanically polished with emery papers 
numbers 1 to 0000 and paraffin in kerosene was used as a lubricant. Electro-
l ytic polishing was carried out by the method of JacQuet (reference 3)~ 
the electrolyte being a mixture of 7 volumes of acetic anhydride and 
2 volumes of 70-percent perchloric acid . The cell consisted of a 
250-millili tel' bealcer containing a cylindrical aluminum. cathode and a 
glass stirrer. The current dens:lty was 3 to 4 amperes per sQuare decimeter 
at a potential of 40 to 60 volts. The solution was stirred during the 
removal of the strained layer produced by mechanical polishing but was not 
stirred toward the end of the process. A bright surface was obtained 
in several minutes. The single crystal nature of the sphere was determined 
by noting the sharpness of the pattern obtained when etched in 10-percent 
sodium hydroxide. 
Oxidation.- No visible change was produced when a crystal was heated 
in air at 5000 for 15 hours. When it was heated in oxygen at 5500 for 
2 days and then examined under a beam of light~ a faint but definite pattern 
of fog y and -bright regions could be seen. Under the microscope the foggy 
regions appeared slightly rough and disrupted~ and the bright ones appeared 
relativel y smooth. Apparently the roughened regions were produced by pene-
tration and reaction of the or/gen below the surface. 
The roughest regions consisted of circular bands around the (100) poles 
and small connecting b~Dds joining the (100) poles and passing through the 
(110) poles. Within the circular band at the (100) pole was a smooth regLon 
and at the center of this was a small rough spot. Large areas around the 
(Ill ) poles remained bright and smooth. Thus~ from the roughness of the 
surface~ it appears that the regions around the (100) and (110) poles had 
the greatest rates of oxidation and those around the (Ill) poles~ the 
lOT-vest. 
Mineral oil .- No visible change or weight loss was obtained after 
alternate immersion in mineral oil for 24 hours at 2000 in an atmosphere 
of air~ and the surface remained completely wet by the liQuid. 
Oiliness agents.- No visible change or weight loss was obtained after 
heating by alternate immersion in stearic acid for 24 hours at 2000 and ~ 
the crys t al remained completely wet. At 3000 in an atmosphere of air a 
slight tarnishing occurred in 3 hours, but no weight loss occurred. In 
order to determine whether the inactivity of aluminum was due to an anodic 
f~lm formed during the electropolishing, a crystal was etched for 7 minutes 
in 10-percent sodium hydroxide solution. An excellent etch pattern developed. 
After heating by alternate imme~sion in stearic acid for 24 hours at 2000 , 
no visible change or weight loss was found. 
- - ~ ~ - ~-~-----------~------------------~~----' 
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No visible change or weight loss was ~ound a~ter neating by alternate 
immersion in oleic acid ~or 24 hours at 2000 in an atmosphere o~ air. An 
attempt was made to determine the e~~ect on etching o~ continually removing 
the protective oxide film by mechanical means. A crystal was revolved at 
a rate of 100 rpm in a flask containing oleic acid at 2000 and about 1 incn 
of sea sand on the bottom. Within 3 hours small particles of aluminum 
appeared at the surface of the liquid and small scratches could be seen on 
the crystal. ~ter 22 hours the crystal lost 0.0142 gram (0.14 g/sq dm), 
but from the appearance o~ the surface it seemed probable that there was 
no loss due to corrosion. 
Chemical polishing agents.- ~ter heating by alternate immersion in 
tricresyl phosphate at 2000 for 20 hours 'in an atmosphere of air, a crystal 
became covered with a black, tar-like material which was readily removed 
by rubbing. ~ter a total o~ 24 hours no weight loss was found, and the 
surface was unchanged. 
Commercial oils.- ~ter heating by alternate immersion in new aviation 
oil at 2000 for 24 hours in an atmosphere of air, no visible change or 
weight loss was found. 
A very slight weight loss and nonpreferential tarnishing were detected 
a~ter heating by alternate immersion in used aviation oil at 2000 for 
24 hours in an atmosphere of air. The crystal remained completely wet. 
Amines.- No weight loss or visible change in the sur~ace was apparent 
after heating by alternate immersion in dodecylamine at 2000 for 24 hours 
in an atmosphere of air. 
Copper 
The copper used had a listed purity of 99.90 percent copper plus 
silver. The melting point of the pure metal is 10830 • (See reference 2.) 
Gold 
The gold used had a listed purity of 99 ·95 percent gold. The 
melting point of the pure metal is 10630 • 
Growth.- A gold single crystal in the ~orm of a rod, '1/2 inch in 
diameter by 4 inches in length was grown by lowering the melt in a graphite 
crucible in a molybdenum-wound. vacuum furnace at the rate of about 1/2 inch 
per hour. 
Machining.- Gold must be machined with the greatest care since it is -
soft and tough and therefore susceptible to d.igging of the tool and bending 
of the entire crystal rod. In its general machining properties it is very 
J 
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much like copper. Also, chips tend to weld to a clean surface, and sulphu-
rized oil is used as a cutting oil. The depth of cut should not exceed 
0.005 inch. 
POlishing.- The gold single crystal was mechanically pOlished with 
numbers 1 to 0000 metallographic emery papers coated with a sol~tion of 
paraffin in kerosene. The greace.t' por::;lon of the strained layer was 
removed electrolytically in dilute hydrochloric acid at a low current 
density, the sharpness of the etch pattern indicating when the greater 
part of the layer had been removed. The final polish was produced electro-
lytically by the method of Kushner (reference 4). The electrolyte con-
sisted of a mixture of 67.5 grams of potassium cyanide, 15 grams of Rochelle 
salt, 15 grams of potassium ferrocyanide, 22.5 grams of phosphoric acid, 
and 2.5 milliliters of ammonia per liter of solution. The bath was main~ 
tained above 600 and the voltage was kept between 9 and 10 volts. The cell 
consisted of a 25D-milliliter beaker with a cylindrical copper cathode. 
The solution was stirred vigorously. Current densities of about 150 amperes 
per s~uare decimeter were used, but the rate of gold solution was very slow 
because of the low current efficiency . 
Oxidation.- No change occurred with gold crystals on heating in air at 
2000 and 5500 for 24 hours. 
Mineral oil.- A crystal turned a lustrous green-black color within 
30 minutes after being alternately exposed to the air and immersed in mineral 
oil at 2000 • No pattern was visible and the weight loss was negligible after 
24 hours. Some of the surface coloring could be removed by vigorous rubbing. 
The tip of the shaft, which always remained below the level of the liquid, 
was colored only slightl y , this fact indicating that exposure to the air 
promoted the formation of the colored material. 
Stearic acid, oleic acid, tricresyl phosphate, new and used aviation 
Oils, and dodecylamine.- There was no change visible and no weight loss 
measurable after alternate exposure to air and immersion in stearic acid, 
oleic acid, tricresyl phosphate, new and used aviation oils, and dodecylamine 
at 200 0 for 24 hours. 
Etching in a qua regia and electrolytic etching in hydrochloric acid or 
potassium cyanide.- Very striking preferential etching was obtained after 
etching in aqua regia and electrolytic etching in hydrochloric acid or 
potassium cyanide. 
Rearrangement due to action of hot gases.- The gold crystal was inactive 
in a 7:1 mixture of hydrogen and oxygen at 4400 • No visible change took 
place on the surface. 
Lead 
The lead used had a listed purity of 99 ·94 percent lead. The melting 
point of the pure metal is 3270 • (See reference 2.) 
~ ~ -- .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---~~ -~~~-~ 
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Nickel 
The nickel used had a listed purity of 99.4 percent nickel. The 
melting po:t.nt of the pure metal is 14550 • 
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Growth.- A single crystal rod, 1/2 inch in diameter and 4 inches in 
length, was grown by l owering the melt in a molybdenum-wound vacuum furnace 
at a rate of about 1/2 inch per hour . Since carbon dissolves in nickel, 
it was necessary to use magnesium oxide as a refractory. Several different 
methods of preparing small crucibles were tried, the most successful con-
sisting in lining the inside of a graphite crucible with magnesia cement . 
This was done by painting successive layers of cement on the inside of the 
crucible with a small paint brush. The final inside shape with a tapered 
point was obtained by twisting a mandrel of the desired shape down into the 
crucible and then applying more cement to the low places. A smooth surf ace 
was finally obtained. 
Machining.- The machining of nickel is in general similar to that of 
copper . 
Polishing.- The spheres were mechanically pOlished with emery papers 
numbers 1 to 0000, thoroughly degreased in alcohol and ether, and electro-
lytically polished by the method of Hothersall and Hammond (reference 51. 
The current density was 28 to 100 amperes per sQuare decimeter at 10 to 
25 volts, and the cell consisted of a 250-mil liliter beaker containing 
a cylindrical nickel sheet cathode. The electrolyte was 150 milliliters 
of 70-weight-percent sulphuric acid, and the solution was s t irred vigorously . 
The crystal was supported shaft up1vard in the electrol yte by means of a 
number 16 B. & S. gau e nickel wire inserted through a hole in the shaft. 
Some pitting was obtained, but thi s was minimi zed by using a high current 
density and by rapid stirring, and a bright, smooth surf ace was obtained. 
Excellent electrol ytic etch patterns could b e obtained with this electro-
lyte at low current densities, but because of deep pitting this solution 
was not used for determining the complete removal of t he strained layer . 
For this purpose the crystal was etched a t low current density in a mixture 
of dilute nitric and acetic acids. 
Oxidation.- Nickel crystals gave excellent interference color patter ns 
when heated in dry air or oxygen at 400 0 to 500 0 • Sharp pa tterns were o~ly 
obtained when the crystal was preheated at 550 0 for 2h hours in dry hydrogen 
prt o:r. t o adrniesion of the air. At the lower tempera ture of OXidation, 400 0 , 
the first-order straw color appeared only aft er 24 hours of heating. The 
relative rates of oxidation of the different regions in order of decreasing 
rates were: (210) and (110 ) regions, wide bands connecting the (2l0) "poles 
and b~Dds connecting the (210) and (110) poles, crosses a t the (100) poles, 
the (111 ) regions, fine structure bordering the (111) regions, and the 
(311) r egions. A photograph of an oxidation pattern is given as f i gure 2. 
Minera l oil .- At 100 0 in an atmosphere of air there was no weight loss 
or visible change after 48 hours when t he crystal was either alternately 
immersed in mineral oil and exposed t o the a ir above or suspended immediately 
~~~-~-~-"-~ - - - - - --- ---
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above the liquid. At 2000 on heating by alternate immersion for 24 hours, 
there was no weight loss or visible change, but on suspending the crystal 
immediately above the liquid for the same length of time, the crystal 
lost 0.0002 gram (0.0014 g/sq dm), and the shaft, which for this experi-
ment was pointing downward, showed strong specular reflections, whereas 
the body of the sphere showed no change. Complete immersion in the oil 
at 2000 for 24 hours resulted in a weight loss of 0.0003 gram (0 .005 g/sq 
am); apparently all the etching took place on the shaft, for the sphere 
remained very bright. After heating by complete immersion at 3000 for 
24 hours, the sphere was covered with a heavy black deposit which was 
insoluble in ether or carbon disulphide and could not be removed by rubbing. 
No weight measurements were possible in this case. 
Oiliness agents .- At 1000 after 24 hours in an atmosphere of a ir one 
crystal heated by alt ernate immersion in stearic acid lost 0.0001 gram 
(0.002 g/sq am) and another heated' by complete immersion lost 0.0002 gram 
(0.003 g/sq am). Both crystals lost their bright finish but showed no signs 
of preferenti al etching. At 2000 after 24 hours with alternate immersion 
two crystals lost 0.0087 gram (0.124 g/sq am) and 0.0086 gram (0.123 g/sq 
dm). Since the top of the sphere remained very bright and showed no evidence 
of chemical attack, whereas the bottom of the sphere and the sbaft, which 
pointed downward, showed striking specular reflections, the experiment was 
repeated with the shaft pointed upward. Preferential etching occurred on 
the sphere and no visible attack appeared on the shaft. When a crystal 
was completely immersed below the level of the liquid at 2000 for 24 hours, 
it lost 0 .0053 gram (0.076 g/sq dm) and a slight uniform pattern with faint 
specular reflections from circular (100) regions developed over the entire 
sphere. Another crystal suspended just above the level of the liquid 
at 2000 f or 24 hours lost 0.0017 gram (0.024 g/sq am) and there was a 
slight irregular roughening of the surface. At 200 0 for 24 hours in an 
atmosphere of hydrogen a crystal lost 0.0029 gram (0.045 g/sq dm). Light 
reflections were obtained in the (210) regions from facets parallel to 
(100) planes, from bands connecting two neighboring (210) regiona, and 
from bands connecting neighboring (210) and (110) regions. A photograph 
of this pattern is shown as figure 9. In an atmosphere of hydrogen purified 
by passage over hot copper the weight loss was only 0.0002 gram (0.003 g/sq 
dm) and no sign of etching was visible . 
At 1000 on immersion below oleic acid for 24 hours in an atmosphere 
of air a crystal lost 0.0004 gram (0.007 g/sq am) and developed a faint but 
uniform pattern. When a beam of light was directed normal to the surface 
at the (111) pole, weak specular reflections were obtained from the (100) 
areas. The (111) regions showed no sign of attack. At 200 0 the results 
were similar to those obtained with stearic acid. On alternate immersion 
for 24 hours a crystal lost 0.0103 gram (0.172 g/sq dm) and all the etching, 
as judged by the roughening of the surface, took place on the lower part 
of the crystal and the shaft. On complete immersion a crystal lost 
0.004J.j. gram (0.076 g/ sq dm) 8Jld a faint but fairly uniform pattern developed 
over the entire surface. A crystal suspended i mmediately above the liquid 
lost O.OOJ+J+ gram (0.076 g/sq dm) ani gave a faint pattern. Strong reflections 
were obtained from a small spot at the very top of the sphere where a Q~OP of 
~---.~~~--------~ -- --.- - -_. ~-
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liquid remained during the entire experiment. In an atmosphere of tank 
hydrogen and at 2000 an etch pattern similar to that produced with stearic 
acid was obtained. The weight loss was 0.0054 gram (0.083 glsq dm). 
Chemical pOlishing agents.- No visible change in the surface or weight 
loss was detectable when nickel single crystals were alternately immersed 
in tricresyl phosphate and air or suspended below the liquid for 24 hours 
at 2000 • A weight loss of 0.0001 gram (0.001 glsq dm) was noted when the 
crystal was suspended above the level of the liquid for 24 hours at 2000 • 
The position of the nickel surface nearest the liquid attained a nonprefer-
ential misty appearance. 
Commercial oils.- At 1000 in an atmosphere of air after 48 hours the 
weight loss with alternate immersion in new aviation lubricating oil was 
negligible, with complete immersion was negligible, and with suspension 
above the liquid was 0.0003 gram (0.005 g/sg dm). Very slight preferential 
etching was visible with both alternate immersion and suspension above the 
liquid. At 2000 with alternate immersion there was no apparent change or 
weight loss after 48 hours. 
At 1000 with both alternate immersion and complete immersion in used 
aviation oil a slight mistiness was detected after 24 hours. At 2000 after 
24 hours with alternate immersion a crystal became covered with a uniform 
dark-brown lacquer. When a crystal was suspended for 24 hours below the 
liquid, then cooled in air and rubbed with tissue, a definite pattern 
resulted because of preferential adherence of the carbonaceous deposits 
to the crystal. The deposit resembled the earlier stages of lacquer for-
mation on copper. The lacquer could be rubbed off wide regions around 
the (Ill) poles; the result was a pattern similar to the nickel oxidation 
pattern. Weight measurements in these experiments were meaningless since 
both etching and lacquer formation took place simultaneously. In an 
atmosphere of tank hydrogen at 2000 no lacquer formation or change in 
weight was discernible after 24 hours. 
Wetting.- When a crystal was raised above stearic acid in which it 
had been heated at 2000 by alternate immersion for 16 to 20 hours in an 
atmosphere of air3 the film broke in a few seconds and formed definite 
drops at the (Ill) regions. The surface of the nickel, unlike that of 
copper3 showed no visible roughening. The regions in which the drops 
formed were regions of low rate of oxidation in aip at elevated temperatures. 
Rearrangement due to action of hot gases.- A very striking pattern 
was obtained because of rearrangements produced by the catalytic reaction 
of hydrogen and oxygen on a crystal of nickel at 430 0 for 3 days. The 
ratio of hydrogen to OJefgen was 8:1 ani the flow was maintained at approxi- • 
mately 10 cubic centimeters per minute. Square-shaped areas containing a 
striking fine structure with a cross at the center were developed at the 
(100) regions, as shown by figure 11. Strong specular reflections were 
obtained from these areas when a beam of light was directed normal to the 
surface at the (100) pole, this fact indicating that facets were developed 
parallel to the (100) planes. Facets parallel to (Ill) planes were developed 
in the regions between two neighboring (210) poles. Large areas around the 
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(111) poles remained smooth and apparently unchanged by the catalytic 
reaction. The regions which developed ~acets due to the catalytic reaction 
were those which had the greatest rates o~ oxidation at the same temperature. 
A photOmicrograph o~ the sur~ace near the (100) pole is shown as ~igure 12. 
Electrolytic phenomena.- When a crystal o~ nickel was subjected to an 
alternating current o~ 1 ampere at 60 cycles in a cell containing 300 grams 
o~ hydrous nickel chloride., 30 grams o~ boric acid., and 300 grams o~ sodium 
chloride per liter., a ~aint pattern consisting o~ bright (100) regions con-
nected by bright lines running through the (110) poles ~ormed within 
15 minutes. ~ter 1 hour., when a beam o~ light was directed normal to the 
surlace o~ the (100) pole, the (100) region became very bright and gave 
strong specular re~lections, this ~act indicating the development o~ ~acets 
parallel to the (100) ~aces. The surlace o~ the sphere was badly pitted. 
The use o~ alternating current o~~ers a simple method o~ determining the 
electrolytic pre~erentiality o~ a crystal. 
Silver 
The silver used had a listed purity of 99.9 percent silver. The 
melting point o~ the pure metal is 9600 • (See reference 2.) 
J30DY-CENTERED CUBIC STRUCTURE 
Chromium 
The chromium used had a listed purity of 98.5 percent chrOmium. 
The melting point of the pure metal is 1800°. 
Growth.- Chromium was purchased in the form of large irregula-r- chunks, 
roughly 1 inch in diameter, which contained a few large crystals. Because 
of its extreme hardness and brittleness, it is exceedingly difficult to 
machine. Chromium cleaves readily along the (100) planes; this may be 
easily seen as small lines on the surface of the lumps. Accordingly, the 
lumps were converted into spheres by sawiIlB and grinding. An irregular 
llunp was held in a vise, and small grooves were sawed with a hack saw along 
the boundaries of a grain and parallel to the cleavage planes o~ this grain. 
When a small chisel was inserted in the grooves and rapped with a hammer, 
the desired grain sheared from the aggregate. This rectangular block was 
centered in a four-jaw chuck on a lathe, and a small sha~t was ground on 
• one end with the aid of a tool post grinder. J3'ecause of brittleness great 
care must be taken in grinding, and one cut should not exceed 0 .002 inch. 
The shaft ,vas then held in a collet and the head. ground in the approximate 
shape of a sphere. It was then converted more nearly into the spherical 
shape by care~ul hand-srindin against a bench grinder . The sphere was 
completed by mounting the shaft in the lathe collet 8...l1.d carefully polishing 
all rough points with coarse emery cloth. The shape of the final crystal 
"---~-~ ,- ~- ~ - - -~~~ -- -- -- -----_._- .--.--~-
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was not a perfect sphere but it was sufficiently spherical to indicate 
clearly the symmetry of any pattern formed. 
15 
Polishing .- The crystals were mechanically polished with numbers 1 to . 
000 emery papers, and bright surfaces were obtained by electrolytic polishing 
in 7~eight-percent sulphuric acid. A few small irregularities, probably 
due to some impurity, remained on the surface, but the polishing ~s satia- • 
factory for most of the experimente. The cell consisted of a 25O-adlliliter 
beaker containing a cylindrical aluminum cathode. A current density of 
10 amperes per s~uare decimeter at a potential of 25 volts was used and the 
bath WaS stirred vigorously. At the polishing point a viscous, dark-oran3e 
layer, which was soluble in cold water , formed on the surface. The crystal 
was removed from the polishing bath before cutting off the current. The 
final surface was marred by a number of fine cracks parallel to the (100) 
plane ivhich were formed durins the growth or grinding operations. Evidence 
that the strained layer had been removdd Was obtained by the appearance of 
a sharply defined etch pattern when the current density was lowered. 
Oxidation.- When a crystal was heated in air at 4000 for 3 to 10 hours 
or a t 5500 for about 10 minutes, striking interference colors were obtained, 
but no pattern could be identified. At any one time the color was approx.t-
mately the same over the entire surface, but the color chansed with time 
from straw to brown to blue to purple. Since chromium is of special interest 
because of its ability to become passive and since it is the only one of the 
metals forming oxides with bright interference colors and no pattern indica-
tive of preferenG tal oxidation, this experiment \Vas repeateu. in varioUB forms 
about 20 times with the same general result. It should be pointed out that 
the oxide film which forms on chromdum on exposure to air cannot be reduced 
by heating in hydrogen at 550 0 , as is the case with copper, nickel, and iron. 
Mineral oil.- No visible chanse in the surface or detectable weight 
loss was observed after a crystal was alternately exposed to air and 
immersed in mineral oil at 2000 for 24 hours. 
Oiliness agents.- When a crystal was alternately exposed to air and 
immersed in stearic acid at "200 0 for 24 hours, in one instance the weight 
loss was 0.0056 gram and in another 0.0019 gram, an average of 0.0037 gram 
(0.050 g/s~ dID). The inability to reproduce etching results accurately 
was characteristic of chromium. From examination of the surface it appeared 
that all the etching took place near the lower end of the shaft where the 
aluminum supporting wire was attached to the crystal during both the polish-
ing and etching. In order to determine whether this etching was influenced 
by galvanic action between the two different metals, etching experiments 
were carried out with silver and gold supporting wires and also with a glass 
supporting rod. Losses in weight of the same order of magnitude were 
obtained and" the etching was localized at the end of the shaft. Thus it 
was concluded that the etching in this case was not influenced appreciaoly 
by galvanic action. It is believed that the 10cali7.ation of the etching 
at the bottom of the shaft was due to the following Cause. In electrolytic 
polishing of chromium it is necessary to wrap the supporting wire tightly 
to the shaft in order to obtain good electrical contact. If this is not 
done, contact is broken apparently by a passive or oxide film formed on 
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the aluminum supporting wire by the action · of the electrolytic polishing. 
No electrolytic polishing takes place and apparently no passive film forms 
at the points of contact between wire and shaft. Therefore when the crystal 
is heated in stearic acid, only this small region is attacked. It is thought 
. that this may also be the explanation for the lack of agreement between t he 
aforementioned two weight measurements. In order to test the protective 
action of the oxide film~ a crystal on which a purple oxide film had formed 
because of previous heating in air was heated by alternate immersion in 
s t earic acid at 2000 for 48 hours. The oxide was not appreciably attacked~ 
as shown by no weight loss and by an increase in the depth of the purple 
color. ' If a copper crystal containing a colored oxide film is heated in 
stearic acid, the oxide film is soon removed. The effect on etching of 
destroying the passive oxide film prior to heating in stearic acid was 
tested. A highly polished crystal was immersed in hydrochloric acid. 
Rapid reaction took place, and a definite etch pattern was produced. This 
cryst al was then heat ed by alternate immersion in s t earic acid at 2000 for 
48 hours. The weight loss during this ~eriod was 0.0020 gram (0.035 g /sQ 
dID). Because of the etch pattern previously produced by hydrochloric acid, 
it was impossible to tell whether the etching was localized on the shaft, 
but the weight loss was of the same order of magnitude as that previously 
ob t ained by etching a polished sphere in stearic acid. Thus, breaking up 
the passive film prior to heating in stearic acid seemed to have no effect 
on et ching. The film apparently formed a gain immediately as .Tould be 
expected. In order to summarize the action of stearic acid, it may be 
concluded that stearic acid did not attack chromium appreciably at 2000 
because of the protective action of a film of oxide. Heating in hydrogen 
up to 5500 will not remove this film, as it will in the case of copper, 
nickel, and iron. 
When a crystal was alternately exposed to air and immersed in oleic 
acid at 2000 f or 24 hours, the weight loss was 0.0017 gram (0.022 g /sQ dm) 
and all etching took place near the point of contact between the chromium 
shaft and the aluminum sup:;:>orting wire. 
Chemical polishing agents.- No change in the surface or detectable 
weight loss was noted when a crystal was alternately exposed to air and 
immersed i n tricresyl phosphate at 2000 for 24 hours. 
Commercial oils.- No change in the surface or detectable weight loss 
was noted when a crystal was alternately exposed to air and immersed in 
new aviation oil at 2000 for 24 hours. 
A slight gain of 0.0002 gram (0.007 g/sQ dID) was obtained when a 
crystal was alternately exposed to air and immersed in used aviation oil 
at 2000 for 24 hours. Very slight preferential etching was noted where 
' the supporting aluminum wire touched the shaft. 
Amines.- No weight loss -was noted when a crystal was alternately 
- exposed t o air and immersed in dodecylam.:.l.ne at 200 0 for 24 hours. A 
slight tan color was apparent on the surface. 
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Rearrangement due to action of hot gases.- No apparent reaction took 
place when a cryst al was heated for 5 hours in a 7:1 mixture of hydrogen 
and oxygen at 4000 to 4600 • 
PassiYity.- When an electrolytically polished crystal was immersed 
in concentrated sulphuric acid, a striking etch pattern appeared almost 
immediately. An energetic evolution of hydrogen occurred but soon 
diminished with time. In several minutes the pattern almost disappeared, 
the surface assumed a dull gray appearance, the hydrogen evolution stopped, 
and the metal apparently became completely passive. Dipping in concen-
trated hydrochloric acid restored the activity. Re-immersion in the 
sulphuric acid restored the etch pattern until passivity set in and the 
pattern disappeared. 
Iron 
The iron used had a listed purity of 99.8 percent iron, 0.012 percent 
carbon, 0.017 percent manganese, and a trace of silicon. The melting 
point of the pure metal is 15350 . 
Growth.- After many attempts, single crystals were grown by the 
strain-anneal method in Armco iron rods from which two spheres, about 
1/2 inch in diameter, were machined. These crystals were satisfactory 
for the desired chemical tests, but the principles involved and the exact 
conditions necessary for the growth .of these crystals have not yet been 
determined, although a definite attempt has been made to do so. Attempts 
by others to obtain and understand the growth of large crystals of iron 
have been summarized in reference 2. Additional experiments carried out 
in the present study, whereby the two single crystal spheres were obtained, 
are summarized as follows. 
It should be remembered that, although small single crystals of iron, 
of the order of 1/4 inch by 1/2 inch by 1 inch and of variable shape have 
been grown by others from solid bars by using several different methods, 
no references have been found on the gr01~h of crystals of the desired 
size, 1/2 inch to 5/8 inch in diameter. 
By followins the suggestion of Cioffi of Bell Telephone Laboratories 
that the strain produced in going from the gamma to the alpha phase at 
910 0 was capable of causing grain growth with iron of the proper purity, 
a piece of Armco iron, 1/8 inch in diameter and 5/8 inch in length, was 
heated to 1450 0 oyer a period of 48 hours in hydrogen and then cooled OYer 
a period of 24 hours to room temperature.. It was found to be a single 
crystal except for a cluster of four tiny crystallites on one side. An 
attempt '''as made to obtain similar results with larger Armco rods, 1/2 inch 
or greater in diameter, by using longer decarburizing and annealing tlmes. 
Although lar e irregular grains were consistently produced, several gra ins 
of different orientation always met at the center of the rod. These grains 
had irregular boundaries in contrast with smooth boundaries enerally charac-
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temperature produced no change. For the decarburization at 14500 and for 
other uses, a special molybdenum-wound furnace was constructed, in which 
both the windins s and. annealing chaniber opera-ted in hydrogen. 
A sample of electrolytic iron, of 99.9 percent iron, was melted in an 
atmosphere of hydrogen in a crucible made of Norton cement, RM 922, to 
form a rod 1/2 inch in dlameter. The bar was decarburized at 14000 and 
annealed at 8700 for 4 days. The results were similar to those previously 
obtained.. The same proced.ure was carried out with iron carbonyl powder 
containing 99.7 percent iron, but similar results were obtained. 
A number of experiments were carried. out with the decarburize-strain-
anneal method, largely studied by Edwards and Pfeil (reference 6). Armeal-
ing and decarburizing temperatures from 7500 to 14000 were employed and 
Armco iron was used.. The best results ivere obtained by US:Lr16 a k~inch bar, 
2 
decarburized at 9500 for 10 hours in moist hydrogen, strained. 3 percent, 
and annealed in hydrogen for 6 days. A thin layer of small crystals gener-
ally formed on the surface in this method, but the inside contained large 
crystals, generally occupying one-fourth to three-fourths of the entire 
cross section. In one case a crystal formed completely across the bar and. 
3/4 inch along the bar. It was from this bar that the larger sphere used 
in these experiments was cut. Unsuccessful attempts were mad.e to repeat 
this experiment. 
Since additional iron crystals are desired for further experiments 
because of the importance of the metal, these experiments on the growth 
of iron are being continued. High-temperature furnaces and a mechanical 
stretching machine are now available in this laboratory. This should now 
facilitate the study of crystal growth by this particular method. The 
effect of grain size, purity, amount of strain, temperature and. time of 
decarburizin3 and annealing will be investigated fUrther. 
~Q..llinine;.- The large crystals in the rod.s treated as in the foregoing 
section are located. by etching in d.ilute nitric acid.. Often adjoining grains 
are not held. tightly together and. may be broken apart by tapping with a 
small hammer. Generally the grains will withstand fairly strenuous 
machining operations. Even though a crystal may extend completely across 
the bar, it al,vays extends for a greater length on one side of the bar 
than on another. The bar is, therefore, mounted. eccentrically on the 
lathe so that the center of the desired crystal is located in the center 
line of the lathe. The rod must be etched. in acid occasionally to relocate 
the boundaries of the crystal. The machining of iron in this form is 
similar to the machining of cast iron, the same tool angles, speeds, and 
depths of cutting having been found. satisfactory. 
Polishing.- The sp~eres were first mechanically polished by metallo-
graphic emery papers numbers 1 to 0000. Very bright and smooth surfaces 
were obtained by electrolytlc polishin by using the method of Jacquet and 
Rocquet (reference 7). The cell consisted of a 250-milliliter beaker con-
tainiIl(S 125 milliliters of solution and. a cylind.rical aluminum cathode. 
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water to maintain the temperature below 250 • The polishing solution con-
sisted of 76. 5 percent of acetic anhydride, 18. 5 percent of 70-percent 
perchloric aCid, and 5 percent of distilled water by volume. The current 
density was 4 to 6 amperes per square decimeter at a potential of 25 to 
30 volts. 
A few preliminary results on oxidation and etching of a sphere of 
iron containing several large crystals have been previously described in 
reference 2.- These experiments have been repeated with the spheres con-
taining one crystal only. The results are described in the following 
paragraphs. 
Oxidation. - Very indistinct interference color patterns were obtained 
when a crystal was heated rapidly in hydrogen to 2500 to 4000 and oxidized 
in air at these temperatures. However, when the crystal was previously 
heated in hydrogen at 5500 for 24 hours and then oxidized in oxygen at 
2400 for 3 hours, a very distinct and complex pattern was obtained, a s 
shown by figure 4. It is difficult to describe this pattern, but important 
features were: a large blue square a t the (100) pole surrounded by a 
narrow dark-purple band, broad violet diffuse lines connecting corners of 
the square at the (100) pole to the neighboring (111) poles, a very sharp 
and minute dark-blue triangle at the (111) pole, very sharp and narrow 
dark-brown lines connecting neighboring (111) poles, a small light-blue 
diamond at the (110) pole . "The area between the square at the (100) pole 
and the (110) pole was a very light straw color and a region of low rate. 
The (100) and (111) regions appear to be regions of high rate. 
Mineral oil. - Very faint preferential color films formed in 24 hours 
on alternate immersion at 2000 in mineral oil and air, and no weight loss 
or visible etching was detectable. A faint but preferential etching 
occurred when a crystal was suspended above the liquid maintained at 2000 
for 24 hours, and the weight loss was 0.0002 gram (0.001 g /sq dill). 
Oiliness a ents .- When a crystal was alternately exposed to an atmos-
phere of tank hydrogen and immersed in stearic acid at 200 0, a definite 
etch pattern iving specular reflections from the (100) and (110) re~ions 
appeared in 3 hours and remained until the completion of the experiment. 
No severe pitting was obtained, but the surface was preferentially ro~~hened, 
the (111) regions remaining quite smooth. The weight 108s after 24 hours 
was 0.0131 ram (0. 385 g/sq dill) . 
When a crystal was completely immersed below the l evel of stearic acid 
at 2000 for 24 hours, the weight loss was 0.0564 gram (1 . 15 g/sq dm ) . 
Striking reflections normal to the surface in the (110) regions were obtained, 
but no pitting was observed . When a crystal wa s alternately exposed to air 
and immersed in liquid at 200 0 for 24 hours, the wei ht loss was 0. 3470 gram 
(10.02 g/sq dill) . Within 5 minutes a very striking etch pattern similar to 
that produced by stearic a(id in an atmosphere of hydrogen was obtained. 
POvrerful reflections and severe pitting developed in 2 hours . At the end 
of 24 hours reflections normal to the surface in the (110) regions were 
still ylsible, and very severe pitting of the surfa ce had occurred. Under 
J 
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the microscope well-developed facets within the pits were visible. The 
surface surrounding the pits showed striking interference colors indicative 
of oxide. The presence of this oxide suggests that the pitting is due to 
alvanic action between the oxide-covered area as cathode and the pit as 
anode. In the be innin a pit may be started by an impurity or some local 
disturbance. It is significant that in experiments in atmospheres deficient 
in oxygen, such as those conducted in tank hydrogen or with the crystal 
below the liquid, little or no pitting was obtained . 
When a crystal was alternately exposed to air and immersed in oleic 
acid at 2000 , strong reflections normal to the surface in the (110) regions 
developed within 1 hour . Severe pitting occurred within 2 hours. After 
8 hours the crystal was suspended below the liquid for an addi tional 
11 hours, and the tendency to pit was greatly reduced although reflections 
from the (110) regions were still obtained. The weight loss at the end 
of 19 hours was 0.6373 gram (7.97 g/sq dm). 
Chemical polishing agents. - When a crystal was alternately exposed 
to air and immersed in tricresyl phosphate at 2000 for 24 hours, a slight 
film formed followed by slight preferential etching. The weight loss was 
0.0004 gram ( 0 .001 g/sq dm). Slight pitting took place. 
Commercial oils.- A sli ht preferential color film was formed when 
a crystal was alternately exposed to air and immersed in new aviation oil 
at 2000 for 24 hours. A barely detectable ain in weight was obtained . 
When a crystal was alternately exposed to air and immersed in used 
aviation oil at 2000 for 24 hours, very f aint reflections were visible 
but no weight loss was detectable. The surface was covered with a thin 
brown lacquer which could be readily removed while hot by rubbing with 
tissue. A faint straw and brown interference color pattern could then 
be seen . When a crystal was suspended above the liquid at 200 0 , a sli ht 
lacquer formed and faint but definite reflections could be seen, but no 
weight loss was detected . When a crystal was alternately exposed to air 
and immersed in liquid at 3000 , heavy irremovabl e lacql..l.ers formed in 
30 to 40 minutes . Weigh~ measurements were meaningless. 
Amines. - When a crystal was alternately exposed to air and immersed 
in amines at 2000 , an etch pattern, exhibiting specular reflections from 
the (110) regions, developed in 45 minutes . The weight loss after 24 hours 
was 0 .0006 gram (0.002 g/sq dm) • . An interference col or pattern similar to 
that obtained by oxidizing a crystal in air a t 2000 without previous anneal-
ing in hydrogen ¥as obta ined. 
Wetting. - When a crystal was hea ted in stearic acid at 2000 in an 
atmosphere of truL~ hydrogen, it remained completel y wet when raised above 
the liquid. 
When an iron crystal was suspended above the level of stearic acid 
after being alternately exposed to air and immersed in the liquid at 2000 
at the rate of 15 times per ~tnube, the film covering the surface broke 
and rolled off the crystal. The action was so rapid tha t it was impossibl e 
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to tell whether it was preferential. HOI\Tever, when the crystal was immersed 
below the level of the liquid for 3 to 5 min~tes and then raised above the 
liquid, a very striking wetting effect 'vas obtained. The film turned dark 
brovm in color within several seconds and broke at small circular regions 
at the (110) poles. The film receded from these positions and gave very· 
striking, complicated, and symmetrical patterns as it moved, until drops 
finally took up their position at the (111) regions as shown by figure 13. 
A crystal remained completely wet when raised above oleic acid at 
2000 • 
Rearrangement due to action of hot gases .- When a crystal was heated 
in a 7:1 mixture of hydrogen and oxygen at 4000 to 4600 , no catalytic 
reaction was noted. The sllrfac e oxidized preferentially. 
HEXAGONAL CLOSE-PACKED STRUCTURE 
Cadmium 
The cadmium used had a listed purity of 99·9 percent cadmium. The 
melting point of the pure metal is 3210 • 
Growth.- After about 15 unsuccessful attempts, a satisfactory single 
crystal of cadmium, 5/8 inch in diameter by about 8 inches in length and 
pointed at one end, was grown in an evacuated glass tube by lowering from 
an electric furnace at a rate of 3/8 inch per hour. The furnace was main-
t ained at a temperature of about 3700 , which is 500 aboye the melting 
point . Prior to melting, the glass tube containing the metal was evacuated 
in a second furnace maintained at 450 0 , and care was taken to remove all 
air bubbles, espec·ially from the tip, before sealing from the pumps. This 
was done by carefully tilting and shaking the tllbe while the metal was kept 
molten over a gas flame. The tube was then returned to the melting furnace, 
sealed off from the pumps, and finally placed in the furnace from which it 
was lowered . Even with this precaution blowholes formed on the surface at 
solidification. Cadmium from several different sources, with listed puri-
ties of 99 .8 percent cadmium or greater, was used. In most cases the 
several crystals "Thich first formed at the -bottom of the rod grew vertically 
and retained their cross- sectional area throughout the length of the rod. 
This effect was only found with cadmium. The temperature of the furnace 
should not be more than 50 0 above the melting point of the metal. No 
explanation has been found for the difference in behavior of cadmium from 
the several sources. All metal used was considered to be of a high purity . 
Unsuccessful attempts were made to grow cadmium crystals in the form of a . 
sphere • 
Machining. - Since cadmium has the hexagonal structure, it shears along 
the (0001) plane. It is not a brittle metal and does not cleeve readily 
during ordinary machining like zinc, but, being a soft metal, it tends to 
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flow readily along the shear planes. When a rod with t he (0001) planes 
running almost perpendicular to the axis was cut crossways with a thin 
abrasive wheel , a definite lump formed on the far side of the rod when it 
was cut half-way t hrough . The same effect was obtained when the rod was 
~ressed against a dull knife blade . Spheres were carefully machined from 
t he rod by using a techni~ue similar to that employed with the soft 'metal 
tin, described under BODY-CENTERED TETRAGONAL STRUCTURE. 
Polishing.- The spheres were mechanically polished with metallographic 
emery papers numbers 1 to 0000, coated with a solution of paraffin in kero-
sene. No suitable method of electrolytically polishing cadmium could be 
found. A fair polish was obtained by vigorously agitating the crystal in 
concentrated nitric acid for 1 to 3 minutes . The crystal was supported by 
a platinum wire and after etching was rapidly removed from the acid and 
immersed immediately in a stream of water. The complete removal of the 
strained layer on the surface was determined by the sharpness of the pattern 
produced by etching in hydrochloric acid . 
Oxidation. - Since cadmium oxide cannot be readily reduced by heating in 
hydrogen at a temperature below its melting point , the oxidation pattern 
obtained was not as distinct as those obtained with copper, nickel , and iron. 
When a crystal was heated in air at 2000 for 19 hours, a pattern formed in 
2 hours and increased in intensity until the end of the experiment . The 
pattern is shown as figure 5. The two large white spots in the center of 
the crystal are reflections from the source of illumination and should not be 
considered as part of the pattern. The pattern consisted of smooth and rough 
regions with a few natural colors showing in certain regions 'when the crystal 
was examined with a flashl~,ght in a darkened room. No interference colors 
were visible when examined within a tube of white paper . A large hexagon-
shaped region centered at the (0001) pole remained very smooth, and under 
the microscope at a magnification of 600 there appeared to be no change in 
the surface . Six irregular dark- brown regions, one opposite each side of 
the hexagon and showing as dark areas in the photographs , were the roughest 
regions . Radiating from each corner of the hexagon were six mist y- blue 
lines. Faint specular reflections appeared from an entire hemisphere when 
a beam of light was directed at the surface at the (0001) pole . Under the 
microscope tiny black dots could be seen but these were not resolvable at a 
magnification of 600 and it is not known whether they were definite facets 
which might be responsible for the specular reflections . 
Mineral oil.- When a crystal was alternately exposed to air and immersed 
in mineral oil at 2000 for 24 hours, the weight loss was 0.0629 gram 
(0 . 97 g/s~ dm) . Within 2 hours a light- brown preferential oxide film formed 
on the surface , and soon thereafter pref erential etching began. Strong reflec-
tions were obtained from the (0001) region when a beam of light was directed 
normal to the surface at this pole position, but in general the surface was 
not greatly roughened. 
Oi liness agents .- When a crystal was alternately exposed to air and 
immersed in stearic acid at 1000 for 24 hours , the weight loss was 
0.1179 gram (1.81 g/s~ dm) and t he surface was etched preferentially 
---- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - ~- - - --
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with the development of (0001) planes . Weak specular reflections were also 
obtaLled froTI several other minor planes . With the liquid at 2000 and with 
the same method of immersion, the weight l oss was 2 . 4295 grams ( 37 ·4 g/sq dID) . 
The ent ire surface had a mist y appearance and only very faint reflections 
were visible. When the crystal was suspended above the liquid, the film -
broke rapidly and settl ed in small drops on the surface. The drops oscil-
lated vigorously on the surface in a manne~ similar to the behavior of 
stearic acid on l ead, but it was impossible to identify any pr eferent ial • 
arrangement. 
When a crystal was alternately exposed to air and immersed in oleic 
acid at 2000 for 24 hours, the weight loss was 2 . 001 grams (32.3 g/sq dm) 
and the appearance of the crystal was identical to that obtained with 
stearic acid . The crystal was complet ely wet by the liquid during the 
entire period . 
Chemical pol ishing agents. - When a crystal was alternatel y exposed to 
air and immersed in tricresyl phosphate at 2000 for 24 hours , a slight film 
first formed on the crystal and prefer ential etchi ng took place later. The 
weight loss at the end of 24 hours was 0 .0026 gram (0.043 g/sq dID). 
Commercial oils .-- With alternate exposu.re to air and immersion in new 
aviation oil at 2000 , a faint and indistinct preferential color fiLm formed. 
Faint r eflections developed normal to the surface in t he (0001) region8. 
The veight loss was 0.0004 gram ( 0.006 g/sq dID). 
With alternate exposure to air and immersion in used aviation oil at 
2000 for 24 hours , preferential etching with t he development of (0001) planes 
and the formation of a faint preferential l acquer t ook place . The weight 
loss was 0 . 0009 gram ( 0 .013 g/sq dID). 
Amines .- With alternate exposure to air and immersion in dodecylamine 
at 2000 for 24 hours, a yellow film which could be partly wiped off with 
tissue formed . Preferential etching which developed the (0001) planes 
took place, and the weight loss was 0 0 0122 gram ( 0 .204 g/sq dID). 
Zinc 
The zinc used had a listed purity of 99·99 percent zinc . The melting 
point of the pure metal is 4190 . , 
Growth.- Since zinc single crystal s shear very easily on machining, 
crystals in the form of a sphere, 5/8 inch in diameter with a shaft 5/16 inch 
in diameter by 1 inch in length extending from one side, were grown in a 
glass bulb. This was made by blOWing a glass bulb of the desired size on 
the end of a 10-millimeter Pyrex tube, and sufficient metal was placed in the 
tube to form a shaft extending about 1 inch above the bulb · The tube was 
evacuated and sealed off from the pump after the metal had been melted and 
all possible air bubbles r emoved. The melt was lowered at the rate of about 
1/2 inch pe r hour f rom the furnace maintained at a temper ature of about 4700 . 
At the time when the zinc crystals were grown, the practice, which was devel -
oped for tin, of attaching a small tip at the bottom of the bulb for the 
• 
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development of a single nucl eus , had not been adopted . Without the use of 
this tip only about one out of five attempts was successful . With very 
great care several s~heres were also machined f r om a single cryst al rod 
but growth in the spher-Lcal form as described was found to be pr eferable. 
-The machining of zinc is similar in general to that of bismuth, described 
under RHOMBOHEDRAL STRUC'rURE, except that greater care should be used and 
t he cuts should be only about 0.003 inch deep • 
Polishing.- T.ae spheres were mechanically polished wIth emery papers 
numbers 1 to 0000, and paraffin in kerosene was used as a lubricant. They 
were electrolytically polished by the met hod of Vernon and Stroud 
(reference 8). The sphere was supported shaft upward by means of 'a 
number 18 B. & S. gauge zinc wire inserted through a hole i n the shaft . 
The cell consisted of a 250-milliliter beaker containing a cyl indrical zinc 
cathode . The solution was stirred vigorously to prevent pitting . Extremely 
bright surfaces were obtained at a current density of 50 amperes per sQuare 
decimeter at a potential of 5 volts . A sharply defined electrolytic etch 
pattern shOWing the six-fold symmetry about the (0001) pole was visible at 
low current densities after the disturbed metal had been etched away . 
Oxidation.- A definite interference color pattern formed within several 
hours and continued in i ntensity for 48 hours when a crystal was heated in 
air at 4000 , The final pattern consisted of a yellow hexagon of about 
9 milliliters in diameter located at the (0001) pole and yellowish-red 
circular regions of 5 millimeters in diameter located opposit e each side 
of the hexagon and at positions 900 to t he (0001) pole. Blue-green line s 
radiated from the corners of the hexagon, and a narrow purple border 
extended around the periphery of the yellow hexagon. I t appeared that 
the r egion withi n the hexagon was one of low rate whereas the border sur-
roundi ng the hexagon had a comparatively high rate . A photograph is shown 
as figure 6, but this does not do justice to the pattern except to show 
roughly the outline of the hexagon. 
Mineral oil . - At 1000 the weight loss with alternate immersion in an 
atmosphere of air was negligible after 24 hours . At 2000 the weight loss 
~th alternate immersion was negligible and with complete immersion it was 
very small (0 .003 g/sQ dm), but on being suspended immediately above the 
mineral oil the loss was Quite appreCiable, 0.0033 gram (0 .033 g/sQ dm) 
after 24 hours and 0.0127 gram (0.127 g/sQ dm) after 48 hours. The crystal 
suspended above the liQuid showed very pronounced corrosion and gave an 
etch pattern with specular reflections from (0001) facet s when a beam of 
light was directed normal to the surface at that pole . It is interesting 
that the rate of attack bf the volatile constituents of the oil in an 
atmosphere of air was greater than the attack with either alternate or 
complete immersion. 
Oiliness agents .- Zinc was in general greatly attacked by stearic acid. 
At 100 0 very preferential etching occurred when a crystal was completel y 
immersed below the liQuid for 6 hours. Strong reflections were obtained 
when a beam of light was directed normal to the surface at the (0001) pole. 
A solid material gradually formed which when wiped off with tissue gave 
a striking figure with six- fold symmetry, as shown by figure 10. 
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Apparently the solid material was easily removed from the smooth regions 
but remained in the roughened regions with well-deve10ped facets, showing 
up with a dull-gray color when examined within a paper tube. The weight 
loss in 6 hours was 0.0396 gram, which could be extrapolated to be 
1.76 gram per square decimeter per day. At 2000 a l2-gram sphere lost 
0. 5402 gram in 1 hour (7.72 g/sq dm). Faint reflections were obtained 
but the surface soon became covered with a solid material which was insolu-
ble in any of the common organic solvents. 
At 1000 when a crystal was immersed below the level of oleic acid, an 
excellent pattern similar to that obtained in stearic acid developed in a 
few minutes. The pattern increased in intensity for 1 hour; then it rapidly 
became covered with a uniform dull-gray material which was probably zinc 
oleate and only slightly soluble in oleic acid. The weight loss in 24 hours 
was 0.1321 gram (1.65 g/sq dm). In an atmosphere of hydrogen purified by 
passage over hot copper the weight loss was reduced to about one-half of 
the loss in air but in all other respects the attack was similar to that 
in air. At 2000 the attack with the crystal below the liquid was similar 
to that at 1000 • The weight loss in 1 hour was 0.0552 gram or an extra-
polated loss of 12 grams per square decimeter per day . A crystal suspended 
above the level of the liquid lost 0.1868 gram in 24 hours (1. 55 g/sq dm). 
The attack was concentrated in the region nearest to the liquid and was 
preferential with face giving reflections from the (0001) and (1100) planes. 
Chemical polishing agents.- In tricresyl phosphate at 1000 a zinc 
crystal remained unaltered after exposure by alternate immersion in liquid -I 
and air for 24 hours. At 2000 the surface became covered with a colored 
lacquer in several hours. Preferential etching with the development of I 
(0001) planes then occurred. The weight loss in 24 hours was 0.0021 gram 
(0.0175 g/sq dm). 
Commercial oils.- At 2000 after 24 hours with both alternate immersion 
and suspension above new aviation oil the weight losses were negligible; 
with immersion below the liquid the loss was small, 0.0006 gram (0.004 g/sq 
dm), and very faint reflections were observed. At 3000 below the level of 
the liquid for 24 hours the crystal became coated with a heavy black lacquer 
which was readily rubbed off; the result was a color pattern with six-fold 
symmetry about the (0001) pole. A weight-loss measurement in this case 
was meanill3less since both etching and lacquer formation took place simul-
taneously. When a crystal was suspended above the liquid at 3000 for 
24 hours, definite preferential etching was visible and the weight loss 
was 0.0016 gram (0.013 g/sq dm). 
At 1000 after 24 hours with alternate immersion in used aviation oil 
a thin black film which was easily rubbed off formed without any change to 
the surface. At 200 0 after 24 hours with alternate immersion the Hei ght 
loss was 0.0013 gram (0.013 g/sq dm); with complete immersion it was 
0.0031 gram (0.028 g/s~ dm); with suspension above the liquid it was 
0.0025 gram (0.023 /sq dm). The crystal heated by alternate immersion 
was covered with a black deposit which was easily wiped off from the 
entire surface. No reflections were obtained. The crystal immersed below 
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the liquid had a striking etch pattern with strong reflections having a 
six- fold symmetry at the (0001) pole. 
Amine~ .- At 1000 after alternate immersion in dodecylamine for 24 hours 
a crystal lost 0 .005 gram ( 0 .045 g/sq run) and a preferential etch pattern 
with six-fold symmetry was obtained. At 200 0 after alternate immersion for 
24 hours a crystal lost 0.0075 gram (0 .048 g/sq dm) and a pattern similar 
to that obtained at 1000 was formed . A crystal completely immersed first 
showed preferential etching but then became coated with an insoluble film. 
The weight loss was 0.0036 gram (0.033 g/sq dm). Since in these experi-
ments the etching appeared to be rapid at the beginning of the experiment, 
it appeared that attack was limited by the formation Jf an insoluble film. 
Electrode~osition.- Zinc was deposited on a zinc single crystal from 
a solution of 0 grams of zinc chloride, 84 grams of sodium cyanide, and 
60 grams of sodium hydroxide per liter with a current density of 
4 milliamperes per square decimeter. The deposition was preferential 
with plane for 8 to 10 hours as shown by preferential reflections from the 
(0001) and (1100) planes . These reflections appeared within 10 minutes 
of the start. After 10 hours the deposit became randomly oriented. 
Evaporation. - A crystal was heated at 4000 for 2~ hours in a glass 
vessel evacuated by a Hyvac pump. Very powerful reflections were obtained 
when the light was directed normal to the surfac e at the (0001 ) pole, and 
weaker reflections were obtained from other regions when the light was 
directed normal to their surface . Figure 17 shows a photomicrograph of 
the surface at the (0001) pole. Condensation of zinc in a vacuum on the 
walls of a glass tube also resulted in the formation of globules showing 
well-developed faces . 
RHOMBOHEDRAL STRUCTURE 
Bismuth 
The bismuth used had a listed purity of 99·8 percent bismuth. The 
melting point of the pure metal is 2710 . 
Growth. - Single crystals, about 1/2 inch in diameter by 4 inches in 
length and pointed at one end, were grown in an evacuated glass tube by the 
same method used for cadmium. The furnace was maintained at about 325 0. 
Bismuth forms twin crystals very readily and a number of tries were required 
before a satisfactory crystal was obtained from which a sphere could be 
machined . When the crystal was removed from the glass tube, many slip lines 
_which had formed on cooling could be seen on the surface. Attempts to grow 
a crystal in the spherical shape were unsuccessful. 
Machining. - Although bismuth is quite 80ft, it is also remarkably brittle 
and easily broken. Spheres were machined with care from the single crystal 
rod by using a tool with a negative rake and taking cuts les8 than 0.004 inch. 
- ------ - - - - --~ -- -- --
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Tools with a positive rake tend to dig in and break the crystal. Cutting 
oil is unnecessary. It was observed that machining produced patches on 
the surface which resemb+ed etch-pits produced by preferential chemical 
action: Under the microscope the patches appeared as small pits having 
one side flat and the others rough. Apparently the flat side represented 
a preferred crystal plane from which small chunks had been sheared by the 
action of the tool. This effect indicates the common dependence of physical 
as well as chemical effects on crystal plane. -
Polishing~- The spheres were mechanically polished with emery papers 
numbers 0 to 000. Care was taken not to press the papers too tightly 
against the sphere in order not to shear the sphere from its shaft. It 
was necessary to develop a method of electrolytic polishing for bismuth. 
The electrolyte was a mixture of 940 milliliters of saturated potassium 
bromide solution and 60 milliliters of concentrated hydrochloric acid. ' The 
cell consisted of a cylindrical lead cathode and a glass stirrer in a 
25CHnillili ter beaker. The crystal was supported shaft upward by means of 
a number 22 B. & S. gauge platinum wire which did not touch the liquid. 
Bright and smooth surfaces were obtained at a current density of approxi-
mately 100 amperes per square decimeter at a potential of 7 to 8 volts. 
Polishing began within several min~tes. The brightast sQrface was obtained 
by removing the crystal from the cell without breaking the current. The 
crystal was washed in a solution of saturated potassium bromide solution 
in order to remove any bismuth oxychloride or oxybromide. A sharply defined 
etch pattern showing six-fold symmetry about the (0001) pole was visible 
at low current densities after all of the disturbed layer had been removed. 
Oxidation.- When a crystal was heated in air at 2300 for 18 hours, a 
pattern of specular reflections was obtained. When a beam of light was 
directed normal to the surface at the (0001) pole, reflections from three 
narrow bands running at 1200 to each other and extending from the (0001) 
pole could be seen. Reflections from the center of a band were also obtained 
when the light was directed normal to the surface at a position 450 from 
the (0001) pole along the band. When the pattern was viewed within a cone 
of paper, the areas exhibiting these specular reflections had a dark-brown 
appearance. 
Mineral oil.- When a crystal was alternately exposed to air and 
immersed in mineral oil at 2000 for 24 hours, a pattern of specular 
reflections identical to that described in the foregoing section was 
obtained. The weight loss was very slight, 0.0002 gram (0.003 g/sq dm). 
Oiliness agents.- When a crystal was alternately exposed to hydrogen 
and immersed in stearic acid at 200 0 for 24 hours, a very sli ht prefer-
ential etching took place and the weight loss was 0.0009 gram (0.018 g/sq 
dm) • 
On alternate immersion in stearic acid at 100 0 for 24 hours, deep 
pitting occurred on various parts of the surface, and the weight loss was 
0.1633 gram (2.34 g/sq dm). Some of the pits were as deep a s 1 millimeter 
and powerful reflections were obtained from the sides of the pits. At 
2'00 0 no appreCiable pi tUng was observed, and a striking etch pattern 
------- -----------~-
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similar to that obtained on oxidation developed in several minutes. Three 
arms making angles of 1200 with each other radiated from the (0001) pole. 
These regions were very rough and the regions between the arms were moder-
ately rough but exhibited no specular reflectiona . A trian. le around the 
(0001) pole was very smooth . The loss in weight in 24 hours was 1.555 grams ' 
( 33 ~ 8 g/s~ dill). When the crystal was suspended above the level of the 
li~uid, the film broke slowly, moved over the surface, and then became very 
viscous. No preferential wetting could be detected. In an atmosphere of 
hydrogen the surface remained completely wet. 
CQmmercial oils .- After alternate exposure to air and immersion in 
new aviation oil at 2000 for 24 hours, a slight nonpreferential tan color 
formed on the surface, and no weight loss was detectable . 
After alternate exposure to air and lmffiersion in used aviation oil 
at 2000 for 24 hours, definite preferential etching occurred and the weight 
loss was 0.0004 gram (0.005 g/s~ dill). 
BODY -CENTERED TErRAGONAL STRUCTURE 
Tin 
The tin used had a listed purity of 99·97 percent tin. The melting 
point of the pure metal is 2320. 
Growth.- Single crystals were grown both directly in the spherical 
form and also in rods which were machined with care into spheres. Because 
of the ease with which the mechanically strained crystals recrystalltzed 
on heating, the former method was preferable. TI1e method previously 
described for growing zinc crystals in the spherical form was used wIth 
the addition of a amall tip sealed onto the bottom of the bulb to promote 
the formation of a single nucleus. This tip was subse~uently cut from 
the crystal. Considerable care was re~uired in sealing one of these small 
tips to the glass bulb without destroying its spherical shape over a con-
siderable portion of the surface . Etching experiments are greatly facili-
tated by the spherical shape. In growing the crystals in both rod and 
spherical form the melt was lowered from the furnace at the rate of about 
1/2 inch per hour. The temperature of the furnace was about 2800 • 
Machining. - In contrast with bismuth, which exhibited a tendency to 
be torn off in small chunks or flakes so that a rough slU'face with small 
pits r emained, tin appeared to be plastically smeared over the surface so 
that an amorphous layer with a high polish and smooth surface resulted. 
The metal flowed off in a continuous strip with the tools used. In order 
to remove the chip without pushing it ahead of the tool and smearing it 
on the surface, an extreme positive rake and sharp edge were ground on 
the tool. Carbon steel is preferable and the tool is not stoned after 
grinding on a fine wheel. The rake angles are best obtained by grinding 
a groove along the top face of the tool parallel to the cutting edge. 
This groove becomes the cutting edge and the chips come off in a 
• 
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helix due to the curvature of the edge. The clearance angle was about 80 j 
smaller angles caused the tool to rub against the work and produce excessive 
distortion. The tool should have only a small nose radius, and the lathe 
should be operated at a fairly high speed with a very slow feed of the tool 
into the work. No cutting oil was necessary. 
Polishing.- The spheres were mechanically polished with emery papers _ 
numbers 1 to 0000 and paraffin dissolved in kerosene was used as a lubricant. 
The l ubricant reduced heating and distortion of the metal surface. Spotted 
and ve~ inferior surfaces were obtained by the electrolytic polishing 
method of Jacquet (reference 9). Fair surfaces were obtained in 35-weight-
percent sulphuric acid at a current density of 13 amperes per square deci-
meter and a potential of 30 volts. The cell consisted of a 25D-milliliter 
beaker with cylindrical aluminum cathode and glass stirrer. The sphere 
was supported shaft upward by means of a strip of tin foil inserted through 
a hole in the shaft. At the polishing point a thick tan film appeared on 
the anode surface. The anode was removed from the electrolyte without 
breaking the current, and the film was washed off by swabbing with a piece 
of absorbent cotton held beneath a stream of ~ter. 
Oxidation.- No conditions could be found under which a tin crystal 
would give a definite interference color pattern when heated in air. When 
a crystal was heated at 2100 in air, interference colors developed in 
24 hours or longer but no definite pattern was obtained. In several 
experiments the (100) regions had the most advanced colors, or greatest 
r ates, but the results could not always be duplicated. 
Mineral oil.- At 1000 after alternate immersion in mineral oil for 
24 hours, a crystal remained very bright and unattacked. At 2000 for 
24 hours the l osses were: for alternate immersion, 0.0006 gram 
(0.008 g/sq dID)j for suspension above liquid, negligiblej and for complete 
immersion, 0.0004 gram (0.006 g/sq dID) . Moderately strong reflections 
were obtained from the (100) regions when a beam of light was directed 
normal to the (100) poles in the cases in which weight losses were incurred. 
Oiliness agents.- At 100 0 after alternate immersion in stearic acid 
for 24 hours, a crystal lost 0.0437 gram (0. 49 g/sq dID), and preferential 
etching occurred wi thin about 30 minutes after the experiment was begun. 
At 200 0 with alternate immersion an etch pattern of smooth and rough areas 
formed at the beginning but became less distinct with time except for 
strong specular reflections from the (100) regions . At the end of 24 hours 
the weight loss was very great, 3 .0058 grams (35 .4 g /sq dID). When this 
experiment was carried out in an atmosphere of hydrogen purified by passage 
over hot copper, the crystal lost 0.0910 gram (1.25 e /sq dID), and an etch 
pattern with striking specular reflections was obtained. 
At 100 0 with alternate immer sion in oleic acid a distinc t pattern 
formed in 2 hours. When a beam of light was directed normal t o the 
(100) region, striking reflections which increased in intensity until 
the completion of the experiment in 24 hours were obtained. The weight 
loss was 0.0108 gram (0.123 g/sq dID). j 
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Chemical polishing agents.- When a crystal was alternately immersed 
in tricresyl phosphate at 1000 for 24 hours, a faint mistiness appeared on 
the surface and the weight loss was negligible. 
Commercial oils.- At 1000 with alternate immersion in new aviation 
oil for 24 hours no weight loss was detectable. At 2000 with alternate 
immersion interference colors formed within 16 hours and a t 24 hours a 
pa ttern was obtained but the active regions could not be identified. The 
weight losses under the following conditions were small: for alternate 
immersion, 0.0002 gram (0.003 g/s~ dID); for immersion below li~uid, 
0.0002 gram (0 .003 g/s~ dID); and for suspension above li~uid, 0.0006 gram 
(0.008 g/s~ dID). The latter crystal gave strong specular reflections 
from (100) regions. 
At 1000 with alternate immersion in used aviation oil the loss was 
negligible after 24 hours. At 2000 with alternate immersion a pattern 
of specular reflections developed soon after starting. A lac~uer formed 
on the surface preferentially but the active regions could not be identi-
fied. The weight loss in 24 hour's was 0.0012 gram (0 .012 g/s~ dID). 
FACE-CENTERED TEl'RAG0NAL STRUCTURE 
Indium 
The indium used had a listed purl ty of 99.9 percent indium. The 
melting point of the pure metal is 1560 • 
Growth.- Since indium is too soft and ductile to be machined and 
recrystallizes under a slight amount of mechanical strain, single crystals 
i n the form of a sphere 5 /8 inch i n diameter with a shaft 5/16 inch in 
diameter by 1 inch in length were grown in glass bulbs by the same method 
used for zinc. The furnace was maintained at about 2000 • Care was re~Qtred 
in removing the crystal from the glass bulb. The bulb was cracked by 
lightl y tapping with a small hammer, and fragments of glass were carefully 
removed with the aid of the finger nail. Small crystals grew wherever the 
surface was scra tched, and a cluster of minute crystals could be seen a t 
the point where the bulb was struck with the hammer. The fact that the 
sphere was a sinele dr-j'stal could be determined by the pattern formed on 
etching with concentrated hydrochloric acid or by alternate etching in 
hydrochloric acid and dilute nitric acid. 
Polishing .- Indium cannot be mechanically polished at room tempera-
, ture without recrystallizing. A fairly bright but none too smooth surface 
was obtained by agitating the crystal for sever al seconds in concentrated 
nitric acid. 
Etching.- Alternate exposure to air ani immersion in li~uid at 1000 
for 24 hours caused no change in the surface or detec table weight loss 
• 
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with the following liquids: mineral oil~ stearic acid~ oleic acid~ tri-
cresyl phosphate~ nevi aviation oil, used ayiation oil, and dodecylsJnine. 
The crystal remained completely wetted in all the oils. 
ELECTRODEPOSITION ON A SINGLE CRYSTAL OF COPPER 
Copper on Copper 
Experiments have been p~eviously carried out in this laboratory on 
the deposition of copper on a single crystal of copper. They will be 
briefly described to serve as a starting point in considering the deposition 
of various metals on a crystal of copper. The electrolyte consisted of 
200 grams of hydrous copper sulphate and 48 grams of sulphuric acid per 
liter of solution. The copper crystal was placed in the center of a hollow 
copper sphere about 6 inches in diameter, which served as cathode in order 
that the spacing between electrodes would be the same over the entire sUlnface 
of the crystal. At a low current density of 0.2 ampere per square decimeter 
after 450 hours~ the spherical crystal had been converted to a polyhedron. 
A plane surface, about 5 millimeters in diameter, had formed at each of the 
(Ill) poles. These flat surfaces were connected by striking step-like 
bands consisting of facets parallel to (Ill) planes. Four roughly flat 
surfaces approximately parallel to the (210) planes formed adjacent to each 
(100) pole. Directly at the (100) pole the surface was rough. At 2 amperes 
per square decimeter after 5 hours with a new crystal~ the deposit at the 
(Ill) region was still single-crystalline and had followed the orientation 
of the underlying crystal sphere. In the other regions the deposit had 
become polycrystalline with random orientation. At a current density of 
8 amperes per sq~are decimeter the entire surface bec~e covered with small 
randomly oriented crystals within 15 minutes. 
Lead on Copper 
Lead was deposited on a single crystal of copper a t a current density 
of 0.2 ampere per square decimeter from a solution of 60 grams of lead 
acetate and 200 grams of sodium hydroxide per liter. At the beginning the 
lead deposited exclusively in the (Ill) areas and slowly spread toward the 
(100) and (110) poles. In 3 hours weak reflections could be seen from the 
(Ill) areas when light was directed normal to the surface at these positions. 
The pattern after 17 hours was almost identical with that formed at the 
beginning, the deposit being concentrated in the (Ill) regions with a slight 
deposit in the (110) areas. Under the microscope the deposit appeared 
compact and continuous in the (Ill) areas~ whereas large openings in the 
deposit exposing bare copper could be seen in the other areas. At a 
current density of 2 amperes per square decimeter small crystallites 
appeared over the entire surface~ exhibiting st~ong reflections when light 
was directed normal to the surface at the (100) pole • 
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Nickel on Copper 
Similar results were obtained when nickel was deposited on copper from 
two different solutions : one) 120 grams of nickel sulphate) 22 . 4 grams of 
-annnonium chloride) and 30 grams of boric acid per liter with the hydrogen-
ion concentration adjusted to 6 with ammonium hydroxide; and the other) 
2.75 grams of nickel chloride with 6 molecules of water per molecule of 
• nickel chloride and 30 grams of boric acid. At current densities of 0.1 to 
10 amperes per square decimeter the deposit at first formed exclusively on 
large triangular regions at the (Ill) poles and then spread r apidly until 
the corners of neighboring triangles touched at the (110) pole positions. 
Little or no deposit formed at large circular regions at the (100) poles. 
When light was directed normal to the surface at the (311) pole) reflections 
were obtained from small regions between the (311) and (100) poles. These 
reflections decreased in brilliance and finally disappeared completely) 
the final deposit exhibiting no reflections. 
Cadmium on Copper 
Cadmium was deposited on a single crystal of copper at a current 
density of 2.5 runperes per square decimeter from a bath consisting of 
26 grams of cadmium oxide and 109 grams of sodium cyanide per liter of 
solution. In 5 minutes specular reflections were obtained from a circular 
band around the (Ill) pole) and in 10 additional min!.l.tes the deposit gre"," 
toward the center until specular reflections were obtained from a hexagonal-
shaped area the center of which was located at the (Ill) pole. When light 
was directed normal to the surface at the (100) pole) specular reflections 
were obtained from a cross located at this pole with each arm of the cross 
directed towa~d a (Ill) pole. After 17 hours when the light was directed 
normal to the surface at a (Ill) pole) reflections were obtained from a 
hexagonal-shaped area at that pole and from the three similarly shaped 
(Ill) a~eas adjacent to the first (111) pole. When a light IvaS directed 
normal to the surface at the (100) pole) reflec"tions were obtained from 
a small cross located at this pole and from the four rectangular (110) 
areas adjacent to this (100) pole. When the deposit was etched in con-
centrated hydrochloric acid) the pattern of specular reflections remained 
until all the cadmium was dissolved. 
Zinc on Copper 
Zinc was deposited on a copper crystal at a current density of 
1 ampere per square decimeter from a solution of 24 grams of zinc chloride) 
34 grams of sodium cyanide) a-~d 20 grams of sodium hydroxide per liter. 
The anode consisted of a cylindrical sheet of zinc placed on the periphery 
of a 150-milliliter beaker. A uniform gray color appea~ed on the copper 
surface immediately) and within 1 minute a pattern could be seen conSisting 
of a circular band. 1 millimeter in diameter around the (100) pole) a four-
leaf clover at the (100) pole) very narrmf sharply defined Itnes connectillB 
neighboring (100) pols) and foggy areas at the (210) pole. After 2 minutes 
. \ 
• 
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when a beam of light was directed normal to the surface at the (111) pole~ 
strong specular reflections could be seen from areas of an approximately 
triangular shape located at these positions . After 30 minutes a s t riking 
pattern was obt ained consisting of specular reflections f r om a sQuare at 
the (100) pole; from one leaf of the four-leaf-clover pattern located at 
the (100) pole when a beam of light was dir ected normal to the surface 
at the (311) pole; and from a triangular area at the (111) pole when a 
beam of light was directed normal to the surface at this pole, the strong-
est reflections coming from six eQually spaced lines radiating from the 
(111) pole to the boundary of the triangular area . The regions of specular 
reflection were very sharply defined, the boundary between two regions 
having the appearance of a grain boundary. 
Indium on Copper 
Indium was deposited on a copper crystal at a current density of 
0.2 ampere 2er sQuare decimeter from an electrolyte consisting of 18 grams 
of indium as indium chloride, 30 grams of dextrose , 160 grams of potassium 
cyanide, and 40 grams of potassium hydroxide per liter of solution. ~le 
anode consisted of a carbon rod about 1 inch in diameter, and the liQuid 
was stirred at a moderate speed. The indium deposited preferentially, 
going first on each of the (111) regions and on two of the six (100) regions. 
The deposit slowly formed over the entire surface, and specular reflections 
developed in the (Ill) and (100) areas. At a current density of 2 amperes 
per sQuare decimeter the deposit formed over the entire surface, and within 
5 minutes reflections were obtained from the (111) and (100) regions when 
a beam of light was directed normal to the surface at these poles. These 
reflections were obtained until the end of the experiment in 2 hours. 
ELECTRODEPOSITION ON A SINGLE CRYSTAL OF LEA]) 
Indium on Lead 
Indium showed a strong tendency to form oriented deposits. Indium 
was deposited on lead at current densities ranging from 1 . 6 amperes to 
150 amperes per sQuare decimeter from the same solution as used in the 
aforementioned experiment . At low current densities indium plates initially 
on the (100) and (Ill) regions. At current densities as high as 150 amperes 
per sQuare decimeter specular reflections were obtained from the (100) and 
the (111) regions when a beam of light was directed normal to the surface 
at these positions. At a current density of 30 to 35 amperes per sQuare 
decimeter, gaseous evolution occurred . At 1.6 amperes per sQuare decimeter 
powerful reflections were obtained from the (100) and (111) regions when a 
beam of light was directed normal to the surface at these positions . (See 
fig. 16.) The reflecting areas spread until after 2 hours reflections 
were obtatned from (100) and (111) planes over entire he~spheres . The 
current density was then raised to 30 amperes per sQuare decimet er and the 
entire surface became covered with a heavY milky deposit. No reflections 
were obtained from the surface. When the current density was decreased 
to 10 amperes per sQuare decimeter and the crystal was agitated below the 
level of the liQUid, the white film readily scaled off and reflections 
again developed in the (100) and (Ill) regions . Similar results vere 
,------------------------------- - -.--------------~--------------------------------
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obtained several times when the current density was varied between 10 and 
30 amperes per square decimeter. 
ELECTRODEPOSITION ON A SINGLE CRY8rAL OF sn VER 
Copper on Silver 
Copper was deposited on a single crystal of silver at a current density 
of 2.5 amperes per square decimeter from a solution of 210 grams of hydrous 
copper sulphate and 30 grams of sulphuric acid per liter. The copper 
deposited over the entire surface but soon ieveloped specular reflections 
from the (111) and (100) regions when a beam of light was directed normal 
to the surface at these pole positions. After 4 days the entire surface 
appeared to be a single crystal. Reflections were still obtained from the 
(111) and (100) regions~ and the shape of the crystal was approaching a 
polyhedron as formerly obtained when copper was deposited on a crystal of 
copper. After slight mechanical and electrolytic polishing~ the crystal 
was alternately exposed to air and immersed in stearic acid at 2000 for 
17 hours. A perfect stearic acid etch pattern appeared in several hours 
and preferential wetting of the (110) regions was noted at the end of 
17 hours~ this result confirming the single-crystal nature of copper deposit. 
Nickel on Silver 
Nickel was deposited on a single crystal of silver at a current density 
of 2.5 amperes per square decimeter from a solution of 120 grams of nickel 
sulphate~ 22.4 grams of ammonium chloride~ and 30 grams of boric acid per 
liter. The nickel appeared to deposit exclusively on the (111) regions. 
After 1 hour specular reflections were obtained from the (311) area but soon 
disappeared~ and the entire surface had a matte appearance with only slight 
evidence of any preferential deposit. Gas bubbles adhered to and badly 
pitted the surface. The electroplating of nickel onto copper and that on 
silver crystals were quite similar. 
Lead on Silver 
Lead was deposited on silver at current densities up to 2 amperes per 
square decimeter from a solution of 70 grams of lead acetate and 200 grams 
of sodium hydroxide per liter. The lead deposited in tiny crystallites 
randomly scattered over the surface. Occasionally reflections developed 
normal to the surface in the . (lll)~ (100)~ and (311) regions. The deposits 
near the pole positions~ as judged by rubbing with tissue~ were more 
adherent than deposits in other regions where no reflections were obtained. 
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ELECTROLYTIC REPLACEMENT OF COPPER BY OTHER METALS FROM A 
SOLUTION OF COPPER SI'EARATE IN STEARIC ACID 
When strips of bismuth, cadmium, cobalt, iron, nickel, tin, and zinc 
were heated at 200 0 for about 3 hours in old stearic acid in which a copper 
crystal had been previously heated for about 24 hours, a red film of copper-
deposited on the strips. Copper failed to deposit on specimens of aluminTh~ 
and chromium, metals which are conspicuous for their passivity. 
DIS C U S S ION 
With one or two exceptions, such as the oxidation of chromium, all 
reactions which were studied, if they took place at all, were found to vary 
in r a te with crystal plane. This variation in rate means that one metal 
cannot be thought of as possessing one surface property with respec t to a 
particular process but must be thought of as having a number of properties, 
one for each important plane, for any one process under any one set of 
conditions. This in effect is e~uivalent to multiplying greatly the number 
of metals at our disposal. At first thought it appears that this discovery 
would complicate surface processes and render more difficult than ever a 
complete understanding of surface events, but actually it simplifies the 
problem in specl:!"ying what the complications are and in offering a new 
point of view for future study. The existence of these variations with 
crystal plane explains in part the difficulty of interpreting results with 
polycrystalline surfaces. 
There are several factors which may mask the effect of this variation 
in rate with plane. The formation of an insoluble protective film may do 
this, and, in the case of rapid reactions with strong reagents, the peaks 
which tend to form because of preferential action will be etched away 
because of rapid diffusion of the reaction products, whereas reaction in 
the valleys will be much slower because of a low rate of diffusion. This 
tends to keep the surface smooth, as in the case of electrolytic polishing 
and chemical polishing with some concentrated acids. 
The metals used in these experiments may in general be considered of 
high purity although they are in no sense spectroscopically pure. The 
reactivities of commercial metals will not necessarily be the same as those 
used in this study, but it is believed that the results obtained give a 
fair picture of the relative properties of metals as ordinarily used. 
Impure metals will probably have a greater reactivity than pure ones. In 
order to reduce greatly the number of experiments, most of them were carried 
out at 2000 only . This was found to give the essential information. At 
1000 similar results were obtained at a reduced rate and a t 3000 the oils 
rapidly oxidized and decomposed. 
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PRESENT THEORY OF INFLUENCE OF CRYSTAL PLANE ON SURFACE 
REACTIONS AND ATTEMPI'S TO CLASSIFY RESULTS 
No two reaction patterns are alike, and hence it cannot be expected 
that any simple explanation or correlation of the results will be possible. 
In fact the various patterns are as individualistic as finger prints, and, 
if conditions were accurately controlled, the patterns formed might be 
used as a means of identifying a particular reaction. In spite of the 
individuality of- each pattern, however, in the ca se of oxidation, the 
simplest of the processes studied, there are certa in similarities among 
the patterns. Before discussing them, the energy relations between the 
various faces should be considered. 
Since the arrangement of atoms in a surface varies with the crystal 
plane, the free energy of a solid surface in a vacuum should vary with 
plane . The free energy of a surface should also depend on the medium in 
which it exists. A few calculations have been made of the free surface 
energy of ionic crystals (references 10 and 11) and of tungsten (refer-
ence 12). (The surface energies of the di fferent faces of tungsten given 
are relative values.) The magnitude of the surface energy was found to 
depend strongly on the crystal plane exposed, the ratio of the energies 
between two faces being in some cases as high as a factor of five. Since 
the surface energy varies with plane, the surface-energy changes during 
reaction would be expected to vary with plane. Attempts have been made 
to de t ermine experimentally the free energy of a solid surface ' by measur-
ing the surface tension, but all methods of experiments so far used are 
open to criticism (reference 13). Contact potentials have been found 
experimentally to vary with face (reference 14), but there is uncertainty 
in the exact nature of the surface in such measurements. 
In many cases the time required to establish equilibrium is so long 
that the form havins the lowest energy is not reached in practice, and 
the energy of activation must be considered. There are few theoretical 
calculations of the energy of activation for surface processes. In the 
adsorption of hydrogen on nickel the energy of activation has been shown 
mathematically to be a minimum for the (110) plane (references 15 and 16) 
and therefore the rate of adsorption should be greatest on this plane. 
In 8.c:,7X'eement it has been found experimentally that the rate of the cata-
lytic reaction between hydrogen and ethylene on nickel films is greatest 
when the (110) plane of nickel is parallel to the surface (reference 17). 
Thuc from meager calculations of energy relationships it is to be expected 
that the free-energy change, which determines the equilibrium, and the 
energy of activation, which determines the rate, will vary with cryst al 
plane. 
In the case of oxidation o~ a metal surface there are no theoretical 
treatments available of the energy of activation for adsorption of oxygen 
' on definite crystal planes. Furthermore, adsorption is only the preliminary 
and not necessarily the controlling step. Diffusion becomes the limiting 
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oxidation the metal is thought to diffuse outward through the oxide layer 
(reference 1 8). Since in quantum-mechanical treatments of chemical reactions 
the internuclear distance between atoms is taken into consideration, it seems 
reasonable, as in the case of adsorption of hydrogen or nickel, that the 
adsorption of oxygen on a meta1 surface and the subsequent processes of 
diffusion wo~ld vary, the variation depending on the orientation of the 
crystal. But no theoretical information is yet available to indicate on a 
quantitative basis the planes and the directions that might be expected to 
be the most favorable. Because of lack of specific information on this 
subject, some simpler basis of interpreting the results must be used. 
During the initial stages of oxidation it might be expected, as a 
first approximation, that the planes having the greatest density of atoms, 
or the least residual affinity, would be the least reactive. In copper 
the planes with the greatest density are, in decreasing order: (111), (100), 
(110), (311), (331), (210), and so forth. Those at the beginning of the 
list would be expected to be the least reactive and those near the end the 
more reactive. The relative rates of oxidation in air at 2000 and atmoapheric 
pressure as determined in these studies, the face at the beginning of the 
list having the lowest rate and that at the end the highest, were: (311) 
regions, (110) regions, (111) regions, boundary lines between (311) and 
(110) regions, boundary lines between two (311) regions, (210 ) regions, 
and (100) regions. By omitting the (100) which is completely out of order, 
a very rough agreement is obtained in this case with copper. The arrange-
ment of the atoms in the surface, as well as the number per unit area, 
probably plays an important part in controlling the rate of reaction. In 
reference to physical properties, it is interesting that slip actually 
takes place along the plane of greatest density which has the least affinity 
between planes. 
Thus no theoretical studies have been made which will enable us to 
predict the relative rates of oxidation on the various planes, and simple 
energy concepts based on the spacing of the atoms are of little value. A 
more successful basis for correlating the r esults of oxidation has been 
the physical structure in which the metals crystallize. The face-centered 
cubic metals should be divided into two groups, those the oxides of which 
can be readily reduced by heating the metals below their melting points 
in hydrogen and those the oxides of which cannot be so reduced. It is 
interesting that the metals of the first type, copper and nickel, give 
very sharply defined patterns of the same general type, as shown by 
figures 1 and 2, respectively. In order to obtain visible color films, 
it was necessary to heat the metals in air at different temperatures, and 
this would account for slight differences in the patterns. In the case 
of aluminum and lead, protective oxides of which cannot readily be removed, 
the patterns were not sharply defined but resembled those of copper and 
nickel in one respect. The cube faces appeared to be the most active, 
although the identification of the active regions is not always certain 
on surfaces which form protective oxide films. No interference colors 
were obtained on aluminum, the pattern consisting of so~e bright and some 
J 
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dull regions. The other metals of the face-centered cubic system, silver 
and gold, were unreactive with oxygen . 
In the body-centered cubic class, crystals of chromium and iron were 
studied. Iron gave a sharply defined and complicated pattern which was 
very different from the general type obtainei on the face-centered metals, 
with the exception that the (100 ) face had a high rate. When chromimn was 
heated in air a t 4000 , color films "id th no definite pattern were obtained, 
this result indicating that under the conditions the rate did not vary 
with plane. No completely satisfactory explanation has been found for the 
facts that chromium gave no pattern and other metals, oxides of which cannot 
readily be redQced below the melting point, gave only relatively indistinct 
patterns, as compared with metals, oxides of which can be reduced. It is 
known that these oxides which cannot be readily reduced are in general 
protective and therefore the diffusion through them is slow', but it is 
difficult to see how this could account for the failure to react prefer-
entially with plane, unless diffusion were the limiting factor. But even 
in this case it would be expected that diffusion 'would vary with plane. 
The ch:comium used was only 98.5 percent chromium. 
In the case of two metals, cadmium and zinc, with the hexagonal close-
packed lattice, sharply defined patterns were not obtained, but the General 
hexagonal shape of each can be seen in figures 5 and 6 . The regions of 
high and low activity are also the same , the (0001) plane which has the 
greatest density having the lowest rate. Each of the other metals studied, 
bismuth, tin, and indium, have different lattice spacings, and therefore 
their oxide patterns cann',1t be compared with those of cadmium and zinc . 
Although this classification of patterns, or relative rates' of oxi-
dation, according to lattice spacing has not been perfect, it has been 
about as successful as would be expected. Such a classification simply 
means that there are structural factors '''hich relate the relative rates 
for the different faces on anyone crystal system. For example, the rate 
of oxidation of metals inth the same lattice spacing, under a given set 
of conditions as regards temperature and pressure, may be expressed as 
being proportional to two sets of constants R which is characteristic of 
the process and f which is characteristic of the f ace or atomic arrange-
ment. Thus, for copper, 
Rate of formation C1l20 (100) is proportional to R(C1120 ) X f(lOO) 
Rate of formation CU2 O(111) is proportional to R (C1120 ) X f(lll) 
For nickel, 
Rate of formation NiO(lOO) is proportional to R(NiO) X f(lOO) 
Rate of formation NiO(lll) is proportional to R(NiO) X f(lll) 
Thus the f actors f(lOO) and f(lll) are roughly the same for copper 
and nickel. Another set of factors should be the same for cadmium and 
zinc. This suggestion should be considered as preliminary and must be 
---- .- - ---
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confirmed by further study. There are also other influences ~Thich may 
account for the similarity behreen copper and nickel and bebreen cadmium 
and zinc . The lattice constants for copper and nickel are approximately 
the same, 3.60 and 3.51 A, respectively. The atomic diameters are 2.55 
and 2.49 , respectively, and the ratios of volume of oxide to volume of 
metal are 1.71 and 1.64, respectively. The lattice constants for aluminum 
and lead, on the other hand, are 4.04 and 4.94 A, respectively . The 
cia ratios (ratio of lattice constants) for cadmium and zinc are very 
close, being 1.88 and 1.85, respectively. Unquestionably all these factors, 
as well as many Qthers, play some part in the oxidation process, but an 
approach to an understanding of the mechanism of oxidation through a study 
of the atomic spacing in the surface offers interesting possibilities. 
The possibility that the interference colors might be caused by an 
unequal expansion of the oxide film forming on the sphere was considered, 
but it is not believed that an effect of the magnitude obtained could be 
produced by any such process. Furthermore, the same colors were obtained 
on large flat surfaces filed on a sphere of copper as were obtained on the 
corresponding small curved areas on the surface of the sphere. The relative 
thicknesses of the films on copper as determined by the interference colors 
were checked approximately by the quantity of eleutricity required to reduce 
the oxide fi lms electrolytically by using a drop of ammonium chloride as 
the electrol yte . 
An explanation of passivity of ferrous alloys has recently been given 
by Uhlig (reference 19) in terms of electron configuration of the metal. 
It is concerned especially with the t ransition elements, chromium, iron, 
nickel, cobalt, molybdenum, and tungsten, which cont a in incompleted electron 
shells. For example, iron alloyed with chromium becomes passive by sharing 
electrons with chromium. Since there are five vacancies in the third shell 
for chromium and the sharing of one extra electron per iron atom renders 
iron passive, one chromium at om is able to share five electrons and can, 
therefore, passivate five iron atoms. This corresponds to an atomic r atio 
of chromium to iron of 1: 5 or 15 .7 percent of chromium by weight. In 
practice 12 percent of chromium is found to be necessary to passivate iron. 
Iron may become passive either by alloying or by surface adsorption . In 
the case of oxygen adsorbed on iron, the iron shares two electrons '.vi th 
oxygen and therefore becomes less reactive. A distinction is drawn between 
chemical ~assivity resulting from this sharing of electrons and mechanical 
passivity due to a layer of oxide or other material which protects the 
surface by limiting the accessibility of the underlying metal to the corrosi va 
gas or liquid. This distinction does not seem necessary since both effects 
1IDlst be different manifestations of the altered activity of the metal atoms, 
but at least a mechanically protective layer is not necessarily required for 
passivity. The significant point for this discussion is t hat a kind of 
"La. , of Definite Proportions" in terms of electron configuration is 
established for surface passivity of alloys . Hume-Rothery (reference 20) 
has also established an "Electron-Atom Rule " for the formation of phases 
in substitutional alloys. These concepts suggest that surface reactions 
might be explained, in part at least, by a consideration of electron 
configuration. If so, the question must be asked as to what I s the 
influence of crystal pla..Tle on electron configuration. If an oxide forms 
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on a metal surface, the number ana location of atoms of oxygen which sur-
round a metal atom in the surface will vary with plane, and hence the 
spatial possfbili ties ,.,hereby two different atoms on a surface can share 
electrons "\-[ill vary with plane. Even in the case of a gas adsorbed on a 
. metal, the low-voltage electron diffraction experiments of Davisson and 
Germer (reference 21) with Ii single crystal of nickel indicated that the 
adsorbed atoms occupied definite and restricted positions on the surface 
lattice. The adsorbed gas seemed to have a kind of crystal structtITe, 
the adsorbed particles occupying every other open apace in a (Ill) face 
of nickel. 
Thus in the case of the formation on the surface of either an adsorbed 
layer or a definite chemical compound, the variation in chemical activity 
with plane might be explained by the variation in the possibtlities for 
sharing electrons. In a sense this is equivalent to the statement that 
the chemical activity varies with plane, but it opens up a different point 
of view. If the spatial arrangements of atoms on the various faces for 
possible surface compounds can be determined experimentally and the possi-
b i lities for electron sharing arrived at in a mruL~er somewhat analogous 
to the rules suggested by Uhlig for surface passivity and by Hume-Rothery 
for substitutional alloys, it might be possible to predict in advance those 
faces which lvould be most reactive for simple surface reactions. A kind 
of Law of DefinIte Proportions for simple surface reactions baseq on 
sharing of electrons on different faces, especially for the transition 
metals, might be found. Furthermore the electrochemical series lists the 
metals in aecreasine tendency to lose electrons and indicates in general 
the manner in "hich elements replace one another f~om solution. It is 
interesting that in these studies the electrochemical replacement of one 
metal by another in aqueous solution was found to vary greatly with plane, 
as shown by figures 14 a~d l 5 j this result indicates that the tendency to 
gain or lose electrons varies with plane. It seems reasonable that the 
tendency to share electrons would also vary with plane. 
Sufficient information on the spatial relationships in oxiae films 
has not been obtained at the present time to test the poss ibilities for 
electron sharing on various crystal faces. The following information is 
required. The type of oxide formed on the various faces must be deter-
mined. For example, in the case of copper it must be determined whether 
the oxide is cuprous or cupric. The former is thought to form in thin 
films . The orientation of the oxide with respect to the underlying copper 
lattice must be determined for the different faces. Then the rates of 
formation of the oxide on the different faces must be determined quanti-
tatively. At this point, when mention is made of the importance of elec-
tron configuration in surface processes, the need for a funaaIDental study 
of the electrochemical properties of single crystals i n general should be 
-emphasized. It is probable that all chentcal reactions are dependent 8n 
the electrochemical properties of the individual crystals. 
In the corrosion of metal surfaces by lubricating oils, oxidation is 
a controlling process, and this question of the orientation of the oxide 
wi th :re3p(~ct to the underlying latt-ice is of the greatest importance. In 
spite of the fact that oxygen accelerates greatly the a ttack by liquids, 
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the plane of greatest rate of oxidation is not necessarily the plane most 
rapidly attacked by liquid. Furthermore a (111) plane may be developed in 
a (100) region and not in a (Ill) region; this indicates the necessity for 
a certain critical angle between the geometrical surface and a particula~ 
plane. This emphasizes the importance of studying surface reactions from 
the viewpoint of the orientation of the metal surface, the orientation of 
the oxide formed on the surface with respect to the underlying metal lat-
tice, and the orientation of the reacting liquid molecule with respect to 
the oxiae. The single crystal method of study with the aid of electron 
diffraction offers special opportunities for such studies. (A further 
analysis of anisotropic oxidation of metallic single crystals is giv0n in 
the appendix.) 
In attempting to clas:""ify etching results according to lattice spac-
ing, only a few statements can be made. In the case of etching by stearic 
acid, copper and nickel, two metals of the face-centered cubic lattice, 
had patterns which were in general similar, as can be seen in figures 8 
and 9, respectively. Other metals of this lattice could not be compared 
since aluminum, gold, and silver were largely unreactive and lead was 
greatly etched, but the reaction was not very preferential with plane. 
In the case of iron and chromium, 'which have the bodY-<lentered cubic 
lattice and are known to become passive under certain conditions, the 
attack by acids was not uniform and pitting occurred on iron. With cad-
mi~ and zinc, of hexagonal close-packed lattice, the (0001) planes which 
have the greatest density were generally developed on etching . 
In general the rate of reaction of the following metals, if reaction 
took place at all, varied markedly with plane: aluminum, copper, gold, 
nickel, silver, iron, zinc, and bismuth. The rates of the following metals 
varied only slightly with plane: lead, chromium, cadmium, tin, and indium. 
The following general statements can be made about the etching prop-
erties of the metals. With the exception of iron, all 'metals which were 
appreciably attacked by stearic acid were also a ttackAd by used aviation 
oil. The metals such as copper, iron, and bismuth which formed thick oxide 
films in short intervals of time in air a t 2000 formed heavy adherent lac~ 
quers in used aviation oil and air at this temperat;ure. All metals investi-
gated shmved greatly reduced weight losses in stearic acid in an atmosphere 
of hydrogen as compared with etching at 2000 in ~n a tmosphere of air. The 
etching of an aluminum crystal generally inert in stearic acid at 2000 was 
greatly accelerated by contact .nth the electropositive metal bismuth. 
In attempting to classify the results of wetting by stearic acid at 
200 0, a few general conclusions may be dra\m: (1) Wetting on special crYB-
tal faces only occurred with copper, nickel, and iron, three metals the rates 
of oxidation in air of which vary greatly with plane. These metals are 
attacked by the acid at a moderate rate. Although rouehness of the surface 
can undoubtedly influence wetting , it did not appear to be the controlling 
factor in these results. With nickel and iron the drops adhered to the 
(111) regions the roughness of which was very slight ~nd apparently of the 
BaT!le d8[p:'ee as that on the remaining surface. ~tli ':'h copper after et~hiIl3 
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for a considerably long time, the drops adhered to the (110) regions which 
were strikingly rougher than the other regions, but when a freshly polished 
crystal was placed in old acid in an atmosphere of air, the drops formed at 
(Ill) regions which were smooth. TheBe three crystals remained completely 
. wet in an atmosphere of hydrogen, this fact indicating again the importance 
of oxidation. (2) Complete wetting on all faces occurred with aluminum, 
chromium, gold, silver, tin, and indium, metals which are not appreciably 
attacked by the acid and which are either not oxidized or form a thin pro-
tective oxide film. (3) No wetting but formation of irregular unstable 
drops occurred with lead and cadmium, which are greatly attacked by acid 
but oxidation patterns of ",hich are not very distinct. Zinc and bismuth 
rapidly formed viscous reaction products which prevented movement of the 
liquid. (4) All the metals remained completely wet in an atmosphere of 
hydrogen. The significance of these results on wetting will be discussed 
further under IMPORTANCE OF RESULTS TO PRACTICAL PROBLEMS OF LUBRICATION, 
FRICTION, AND WEAR. 
Electroplating i s conspicuous for the addition agents, intermediate 
deposits, and special conditions which are required for adherent deposits 
of the proper physical texture. The fitting of the depositing atom into the 
proper lattice is a very important factor in controlling the nature of the 
deposit. In hopes of oPtaining information on the effect of lattice struc-
ture on the depoBition of one metal on another, especially in connection 
wi th the manu:facture of bearings and cylinder walls in engines, a few 
experiments were conducted on the deposition of one metal on a single crystal 
of another. A large amount of information can be obtained from the patterns 
produced on single crystals, although electron diffraction measurements 
would give much additional information. In attempting to interpret the 
results, emphasi8 is placed on the atomic spacings of the tvro metals. The 
results of several experiments involving important metals will be consIdered. 
In the case of depositing lead on a single crystal of copper, the 
deposIt was conspicuous for its tendency to form isolated crystallites. 
Large bare spo ts 0 f copper could be seen in many areas. This may be 
explained by the fact that the lattice constants a for copper and lead are 
3. 61 A and 4.94 A, respectively. In order for the lead to fit onto the 
copper lattice, the lattice of the lead would be distorted 27 percent. 
This would certaInly serve as a barrier to the formation of a dense deposi t 
of lead. 
In the case of depositing zinc on copper, it appeared from the reflec-
tions obtained that the zinc followed the orientation of the underlying 
copper in each octant. This may be explained as follow8. Each atom on a 
(lll) plane of a f ace-centered cubic lattice has six neighbors equally 
removed by 2. 55 A. Each atom o~ the (0001) basal hexagonal plane of zinc 
. has six neighbors equally removed by 2.66 A. Thus a layer of zinc atoms 
with the structure of the basal hexagonal plane could fit onto the (111) 
plane of copper with a distortior of only 4 percent. If zinc were deposited 
. on the (100) plane of copper, with t he c-axis of zinc oriented parallel to 
the cube-face diagonals of copper, a distorti on of 3 . 2 percent in t he lat-
tice corlstant c and 4 percent in the lattice constant a would result. 
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Wi th the same reasoning cadmium Ivould. be di storted 16 percent on the (11.1) 
plane of copper, 10 percent in the c··-lattice dista..Tlce, and 16 percent in 
the a-lattice distanG('l on t.he (100) pla..TlEl of copper. 
Electrodeposited indJu.1n exhibited a reat. tendency to b e oriented on 
singl e c:r~Tstals of lead . Face-cen ber-ed tetra gonal indiurn. is only slightly 
distorted from a face-centered cubic structure, the lattice constants being 
for a, 4. 58 A and for c, 4 .94 A. The lattice constant a of l ead . 
is 4 .94 A. Since the interatOmic distances of lead and indium are so 
nearly the same, it is easy to see why orientation of deposite d indium 
readily occurs on lead. 
Not all the results can be interpreted by reasoning such as in the 
preceding discussion. Although the lattice constants and we ights of coppe r 
and nickel are a p:p oximately the same, nickel did not form highly oriented 
deposi ts or larg e raj.ns i{hen plated on a copper crystal~ It has been pro-
posed that very SL18.11 traces of iron can grea tly affect nickel deposits. 
No plating baths for nickel have been developed ~{hich will give deposi ttl 
containing lar e grains (reference 22). 
The results obtained in depositing metal on a s i1181e crystal of its 
mm kind and of other kinds indicate in ::leneral tha t the r a te of deposi'tion 
varies ~{ith crystal plane . In extrerne cases the ..netal may deposit greatly 
OIl one face and hal"dly at all an another . It has been impossible to make 
a careful study of all the factors involved 'but it a ppears t hat ru~ approxi-
mate equality of lattice constants in one or more dimensions will control 
in varying degrees the nature of the deposit . 
IMPORTANCE OF RESULTS TO PRACTICAL PROBLEMS OF 
LUBRICATIon, FRICTION, AND W&A.R 
These studies have not been limited strictly to the corrosion of 
metals by oils but have included any proc,ess ',.,hich m::i.~ht be importan~ to 
lub~ication and whIch lent ltself to this method of study . S:l.nce the 
relationship of some of the results to lubrication may not be clea~ at 
firs t si ht, their poss-tble importance to air-cr aft engines will be d:Ls-
cussed . One erf the advantages of tM.s me thad of study is that. it makes 
-possible the relation of many app8.1~ently unrelated sU!:'face processes . For 
example, it makes possi'bl 'Q the study of the relation of oxidation to cor-
rosion, to 1fet bing , and to friction and wear. 
Oxid.a.tion and COTr-os1on 
Oxidation is one of the mas b importru~t factors in l ubricated machin-
ery. It is appr-eciac.ed that the harmful effect of oxy en in promoUng 
destruct:lon of." oil a.nd in accelerating corrosion has long been Jm01m in a. 
.c;eneral sort of Ifay, but I t is believed. that the ful l significance of the 
effect on corrosion hH.3 not been a ppreciated and very little about the 
- - ~-- --- - - --- --------
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mechanism of the process is known . There a re amazingly fefN references to 
the subject in the Itterature, and in the l~test of these (reference 2]) 
the statemenG 1.s made : It'rhe i:nportant role of oxygen in the corros t::m of 
bearing metals by l ubricating oil s has l argely b een overlooked lmtil 
_ recently . It 
When tvro dry metals are 'oro-ught together , the pure meta18 do not come 
in contact but are separ a ted by a layer of oxide . If the metals are rubbed 
together , the oxide l ayer may be pierced, but it will re-form a a in instan-
taneousl y . When a drop of l ubricant is pl aced on a metal surfa ce , the 
l ubricl3-Tlt ,ioes not come in contact wi th the meta l but rests on a layer of 
oxide . If the lubric811.t Ls corrosive , it may attack the oxide , but -the 
ox:i.de will contin.ua lly re-form or at least oxygen will enter into the 
reaction. Kinetic friction between dry metals ha s b een shown to vary by 
a factor of 20, the result depending on whether the metals have been 
~horo . hly dega ssed (reference 24) . Sta tic friction between two pieces 
of cop~er heated in hydrogen has been f ound to b e roughly 80 times that 
obta ined in a ir (reference 1 ) . Furthermore Dayton (ref erence 25) ha s 
empha sized tha t flakes of oxide may be torn away from the bearing surfa ce 
and act a s an abra s i ve whi ch inc~eases wear . The fact that the r a te of 
this oxidation varies grea t l y with pl ane, i n the case of copper by a factor 
of at l east 5, is of tremendous importance to both the theory and pr actice 
of 'bearing surfaces . In regard to flakes of oxide, when a copper crystal 
is heated a t a sQfficlentl y high ~emperature t o form thick films of oxide , 
large fl~k':3s of oxide may be ea sily detached from the surface in some 
re- ions 'oY rU'o'oinJ with a tissue, wherea s no flakes can be removed from 
others . Incidentall y the action of nitrogen from the air on iron may also 
be important , and a t present so little i s Jrnown a'oout thi s t hat there is 
still some question as to whether oxygen or nitrogen produces f a tigue fail-
ure under certain conditions (reference 26) . 
Etching or corrosion by or anic liquids must a lso be considered in 
relation to ox-tdation of surfaces . In the first place, the extent and the 
nature of corrosion is controlled by the oxidation process . Meta ls 'oelow' 
hydrogen in ':'he electromotive series were not appreciably attacked by 
lubricants, new or old, in an atmosphere of hydrogen, and the corrosion of 
metals above hydrogen in the series in an a tmosphere of hydrogen 1vas reduced 
to 1/20 to 1/300 of the val ues obtained in air. The importance of the 
structure and orientation of this oxide has been emphasized previously in 
this report . Etching, if it takes place at all, regardless o~ whether it 
takes place in hydrogen or air, varies with plane, the presence of oxygen 
servlne to dete!'illine the natuX'e 8..T'ld extent of etching . This variation 1Tl 
rate with plane means that some planes on the surface will be smooth and 
others inll be very roueh . Not only will an appreCiable amount of metal 
be removed -oy simple chenical attack, 'out this roughness should also 
increase friction leading to additional loss of metal. This effect of 
rreferential roughness due to etching will not be prevel1.ved by the for-
mation of W1 amorphous-ltk':3 layer, for, although such a l~yer will form 
p~ the softer of the tvro rnetals, no such layer -will form on the harder of 
the tt,VQ. The r01l8hened area s of the harder me tal will cut like a file 
inGo the softer . This effect has been demonatrated by r ubbing a single 
--- - - --~ --- --~ 
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crystal of copper against a sheet of lead in the presence of hot stearic 
acid . Rubbing two metals of e~ual hardness together will produce an amor-
phous . layer on each, but '!lhen a copper crystal is rubbed a3ainst lead, the 
pattern of rough and smooth regions forma on copper just as if the lead 
were not present . 
Wettil18 
The practical usefulness of a lubricant depend.s on its ability to 
adhere to the metal surfa ce . This adherence ranges from its ability to 
wet the surface on st~nding to its ability to cling to the surface under 
grea t pressure . Information on any f actors which control the adherence 
of either addition agents with polar groups or straight chain hydrocarbons 
is badly needed both in lmderst~nding the mechanics of lubrication and in 
improving lubrication practice. The fact that some li~uids \vet only cer--
t ain planes on the metals copper, nickel, and iron emphasizes the importance 
of the structure of the metal on the wettiIl8 process . The dependence of 
this preferred wetting on the presence of oxygen emphasizes the importance 
of the oxide film, or at l east so~e oxygen-complex, in controlling wetting 
phenomena . Therefore, if it is desired to improve the wetting properties 
of l ubricants, attention must be paid to the spacing of atoms in the surface 
and to the chemical nature of the surrounding gas. Hitherto these t"lVO 
factors have been almos t compl etel y neglected in this very important field. 
Obviousl y there are many ~uestions which still remain to be anS\Vered. These 
wetting results have been obtained only with the highly polar molecules, 
stearic, ~vristic , and palmitic ac i ds and tricresyl phosphate, but in the 
case of stearic acid in mineral oil with copper preferred wetting was 
obtalned with mixtures containing up to 50 percen t rrineral oilj this ind.i-
cates the stroIl3 influence "'.-Thich the adsorption of the acid-product had on 
wetting by mineral oil . The nature of the organic product which is respon-
sible for this preferred wetting is not known. Eastman stearic acid of a 
high purity ave preferred wetting on heating with copper. The experiment 
with the mixture of stearic acid and mineral oil suggests that some com-
pound is formed which is oleophobic on some planes and not on others. 
Although a small percentage of polar compownds is probably fo~~ed in time 
in commercial aviation oi l and in mineral oil, no preferred '!letting was 
obta ined with either one of these materials when heated alone with copper. 
Either the concentration of polar molecules was not sufficiently great or 
the proper molecule was not developed, but these preferred-wetting results 
suggest that the adsorption of polar compounds in a commercial oil might 
vary with plane and hence the adherence of an oiliness agen t might 80 Yary. 
The ~uestion is raised as to the relation between wetting, orientation of 
molecules, and corrosion. Electron diffraction should give information on 
the variation of orientation with plane, and the measurement of contact 
angles should ive information on the variation of energy of adhesion . The 
importance to practical lubrication of these results on wetting is believed 
to be great . Both the structure of the metal surface and the nature of th~ 
surrounding atmosphere have been shown to play controlling parts. 
J 
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Rearrangement 
In addition to oxidation, corrosion, and wettin , there is another 
interesting surface process which has not been investigated in any detail 
in these studies, but which was first discovered by this method of study 
and which may be of some importance to aircraft en ines . It should be of 
great importance to the behavior of metals under the high temperatures 
encountered in jet propulsion . It has long been known that metals disin-
tegrate under the action of hot gases . Beilby (reference 27) aye many 
interesting examples. But it was shown in these studies that some cata-
lytic reactions between hot gases produced definite rearrangements on the 
surface ~f met~s which varied with plane and which were highly character-
istic of the reaction . Since on some planes the surface became quite rough 
and on others it remained smooth, the friction and wear between rubbin 
parts exposed to the action ~f hot gases should be dependent on the faces 
exposed in the surface of a polycrystalline metal . Valves and cylinder 
walls are examples of parts which might be affected by this action . A 
definite amount of evaporation ~f metal also takes place during these 
reactions . The number of ases inyesti at ed was not large but the results , 
it is believed, were significant an·i should be investigated furtb.er from 
the standpoint of friction and wear as well as frQm that of the mechanism 
of fatigue and contact catalysis . 
Electrochemical Properties 
The variation of electrochemical properties with crystal plane is 
important to lubricated machinery both in the manufacture of bearings by 
el ectroplating and in controlling the chemical properties of the rubbing 
surfaces . Industrial electroplating is largely an art based on empirical 
facts as shown by the intermediate deposits and addition a ents '-Ihicn. are 
necessary to obtain satisfactory adherence . The general importance in 
electroplating of the surface structure of the underlying metal has been 
shown in the present studies by the fact t hat the rate of deposition of 
metal both on metal of its own kind and on metal of other kinds varies 
with plane. The rate of formation of crystal nuclei also varies wibh 
plane . In connection witb. the silver-lead- indium bearing, it was founi 
that the rate of deposition of indium on both lead and copper crystals 
varied with plane . For good adherence and rapid platin the depositin 
metal must fit into the proper llittLce J the nature of whi ch for any one 
metal is determined by the plane exposed. This suggests that by selecting 
the right face for the de;Josition of one metal on another , int3rJU.dr1.iate 
de)osi bs :3.11(1 ad(ii tian agent3 in some cases might be unnecesss.ry . The 
effect of addition agents in influencing orientation of deposits has been 
interestingly shown in reference 28. In the deposition of polycrystalline 
copper it was found that the addition of thiourea produced a bright and 
smooth surface . Ex~ination with X- rays showed that the surface crystals 
were simply o~iented with the (100) planes parallel to the burface. 
Other electrochemical processes important ta lubricated machinery are 
electrolytic replacement and galvanic action . The possible importance of 
the foriller was illustrated by the fact that when a copper crystal was 
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rubbed against a lead sheet in hot stearic acid, copper deposited from 
solution on the lead sheet and resulted in copper rubbing against copper. 
The importance of galvanic action is illustrated by the fact that the cor-
rosio~ of aluminum by hot stearic acid was greatly accelerated by contact 
with bismuth. The pitting of iron by corrosion is generally explained by -
galvanic action due to small cells produced by formation of isolated filma 
of oxide· All these electrochemical processes have been found to vary 
greatly with plane, and it is believed that the electrochemical properties 
of the individual crystals are of fundamental importance to the plating of 
bearings and cylinder walls and to the corrosion and wear of lubricated 
parts. A fundamental study of the electrochemical properties of these unit 
crystals, without immediate regard for practical problems, is at present 
badly needed for a proper understanding of all surface phenomena. The con-
tact potential is the fundamental property which probably controls all 
electrochemical processes, although the experimental difficulties of meas -
uring potentials on surfaces of known configuration and chemical cam-
position should be appreciated. 
CON C L U S ION S 
It has been shown that the rate of a number of chemical and electro-
chemical reactions with a large number of metals varied with crystal plane. 
The general order of magnitude of these variations was determined in order 
to evaluate their general importance and to indicate for practical appli-
cation the planes which had high rates of oxidation and those which had 
low ones. The rates varied with plane in different degrees. For example, 
in the wetting of copper by stearic acid in air one plane was completely 
wet and others were dry, in the oxidation of copper the rates on two planes 
differed by a factor of 5, and in the oxidation of chromium no variation 
with plane was detected. However, in the few cases where no variation 
was detected, such as the oxidation of chromium, it is believed that a 
protective film was formed by which reaction in the more active regions 
was retarded. The influence of the surrounding atmosphere on the rate of 
chemical reaction, especially in the important processes of corrosion and 
wetting, was found to be great. 
The importance of these results, as r egards an understanding of the 
chemistry of the oil-metal interface , lies in the experimental proof that 
a particular metal surface cannot be thought of as having ORe character-
istic property for a particular process but that it has a large number of 
properti es, one for each crystal face exposed. Measur ements ordinarily 
made on polycrystalline surfaces are compoaite Quantities and are generally 
of little value for purposes of interpretation. The importance of these 
chemical results as regards thei r practical application is that they sug -
gest th~t a control of chemical activity -at the surface could be obtained 
by a control of the orientation of the surface crystals. 
In addition to the obvious importance of the variation in corrosion 
and wetting with plane , the experiments especially sh0w~d that invisible 
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films of oxide greatly affected both chemical and physical processes. 
These oxide films have generally been considered as unavoidable, and little 
attention has been paid to their real significance. The role of these 
films is further complicated by the fact that their rate of formation 
varies with plane. 
The question of whether ,an oriented surface is possible or desirable 
should be discussed. The results of these studies at the present time do 
not indicate whether an oriented single crystal or a polycrystalline sur-
face in which-the individual crystals are oriented is desirable or possi-
ble on a commercial scale. Corrosion might be reduced by controlling the 
plane exposed and the nature of the surrounding atmosphere. The tendency 
of certain oils to wet metals might be improved by a control of plane and 
other individual effects might be produced, but these are only a few of 
the factors controlling lubrication. The possibilities for the practical 
use of oriented surfaces look promising, but only further study can deter-
mine exactly what these uses will be. 
A simple but significant viewpoint can be offered concerning the 
chemistry of the oil-metal interface. In considering the surface of metals 
in an engine, it should be kept in mind that solids, liquids, and gases are 
all simultaneously involved. The chemical interaction between these three 
forms of matter plays a more important role than is generally appreciated, 
and many of the difficulties commonly attributed to mechanical causes have 
their origin in chemical processes. If the nature of the crystalline metal 
is kept in mind, the great importance of the atomic spacing in the surface 
becomes apparent. The importance of this spacing has shown itself in the 
present studies by the variation in rate of many processes with crystal 
plane. If the surrounding atmosphere and the fact that it contains oxygen, 
one of the most active of molecules, and in some cases water vapor, hydro-
bromic acid, nitrogen OXides, and other constituents, are kept in mind, the 
importance of unobserved films forming on the surface which will completely 
alter the properties of the surface will be realized. Furthermore, the 
rate of reaction between the surface and many of these gases, especially 
oxygen, varies greatly with plane. As for the liquid, its structure and 
chemical nature have received more attention in lubrication studies than 
has the structure of the metal or the chemical nature of the gas, and it 
is sufficient to note at this point that the adsorbed or reacting liquid 
must in many cases fit structurally into the complex formed by the metal-
gas reaction. The structural relationships between SOlid, liquid, and gas 
must be continually kept in mind. This study specifically gives information 
on the chemical importance of the structure of the metal surface. 
School of Chemistry 
University of Virginia 
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TABLE I. - OX:roATION OF METAL SINGLE CRYSTALS IN AIR 
Metal Crystal RemaTks 
system 
Aluminum Face-centered cubiC No color film; preferential roughening in 1 to 2 days at 5500 ; pattern easily seen vhen vieved vith flashlight 
Copper Face-centered cubiC Striking preferential color fi l m; very sharp and complex pattern in several minutes at 2000 
Gold Face-centered cubiC No change a t 2000 to 5500 
Lead Face-centered cubiC Preferentia l color films in several minutes at 2000 
Nickel Face-cent ered cubic Preferentia l color films; very sharp pattern in several hours a t 5500 
(Ill ) f acets developed in 24 to 48 hours at 5000; prefer-
Silver Face-centered cubiC entia l color films form in 30 hours in presence of 
mineral oil and air at 2000 
Chromium Body~entered cubic Color f ilms in several hours at 400
0; no preferentiality 
vith chromium of 98. 5 percent purity 
Iron Body~entered cubtc Preferential color films form in oxygen in 1 hour at 2400; very sharp and striking pattern 
Preferential roughening and color in direct beam of Cadmium HexaB0nal close-packed flashlight 
Magnesium HexMgonal close-packed 
Zinc Hexagonal close-packed Preferential ~olor films in 24 to 48 hours at 4000 
Bismuth Rhombohedral 
Preferential roughening in 12 to 24 hours a t 230°; 
specular r eflections from a 3~ IITea noI"lll8.l to (0001); 
f~nt color 
Tin Body~entered tetragonal Color fi lms form readily at 210
0 an roughgnad .uriao •• 
but not on smooth 8urf acBs; investigation incomplete 
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TABLE II. - ETCHING OF POLISHED MEI'AL SINGLE CRYSTAIS BY OIlS AT 2000 (ALTERNATE IMMERSION) 
[Weight losses in g/dm2/day] 
Metal Mineral oil and air Used aviation 011 and a i r stearic acid and air 
stearic acid and 
hydrogen 
Aluminum 0 . 000 0 . 000 0.000 0 . 000 
0 . 03 0 .18 to 0 . 77 
Copper Prdferential oxidation f ollowed Preferential lacquer and 5 . 47 0.000 
by pr ef ar entlal et ching praferentlal etching Pref erent ial r oughening 
0 . 003 
Gold Col or film forms on 0. 000 0 . 000 
t he surfaca 
0 .29 60 . 24 
Lead Preferential etching and 0 . 53 Preferential increasas as 0. 93; tank: 
pr efer ent i al scaling rate decreases 0 . 22 ; purified 
0 . 124 0.045; tank: 
Nickel 0 . 000 Slight gain Pref erential attack but 0 . 003; purified 
not Wliform 
0 .02 0.001 S1lver Preferential color film fol- 0 . 000 0. 000 
l owdd by pr eferential scaling Very faint pattern 
0 . 007 0 . 050 
Chromi um 0 . 000 Preferential but not uni - Preferential but not uni-
form attack f orm attack 
Slight gain 
10. 02 0.385 
Iron 0 . 000 Preferent i al; ver y severe Prefer ent i al and Preferential oxidation Preferential lacquer pitting uniform attack 
37 . 4 
Cadmium 0 . 97 Ver y prefer ential 0 . 013 Pref er enti61 at lower rates 
-
Magnesium 
185 Etching rate , d&-
Zinc 0 . 000 0 . 013 Very pr ef er ential at low- cr eases by 50 per-
er rates cent at 1000 
0 . 003 
0 . 005 33 . 8 0 . 018 ; tank Bimnuth Preferential lacquer and Prefersntial oxidation etching Very preferential etching preferential 
Tin 0 . 008 0 . 012 35 . 4 1.25 Preferential etching Preferential et ching Prefer ential etching Preferential etching 
Indium 1000 0 . 000 Slight gain 0.000 
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TABLE III.- WETI'ING BY STEARI C ACID AT 2000 C 
• 
Metal In air In hydrogen 
/ 
Aluminum Complet ely wet Compl etel y 
wet 
Preferentially wets rough (110) in 6 hours; Compl et el y Copper new crystal in oxidized acids wet pr ef erentially wet s (Ill) . 
Gold Complet el y wet 
Film breaks and snaps off crystal, leaving a Compl etel y 
Lead few drops; no prefer entiality visible wet 
Preferentially wets (ll.l) after Compl et el y 
Nickel 16 to 24 hours wet 
Silver Compl etely wet Completel y wet 
Chromium Compl e t el y .tet 
Iron 
Pref erentially wets (Ill); beautiful Completel y 
wetting patterns wet 
Cadmium 
Film breaks and leaves vi ol ently agitating Compl et el y 
drops; no preferentiality visible wet 
Magnesium 
Zinc Compl etely wet 
Compl etely 
wet 
Film br eaks and slowly crawls; Compl etely 
Bismuth f i lm becomes very viscous wet 




Indium Compl etely wet at 1000 
-- ~-- ---- --- --- --- --~~ 
• 
• 
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Flgure 1.- Oxidation of a 
copper single crystal in air 
at 2000 for 30 minutes. 
Normal to (100). 
Flgure 4.- Oxidation of an 
Iron single crystal in oxygen 
at 2400 for 3 hours. Nonnal 
to (100). 
FIgure 2.- Oxidation of a 
nickel single crystal in air 
at 4000 for 3 days. 
Normal to (100). 
~:'~ 
•. ~ :f . ~¥~ 
~ .p 
~~ ~.~;.~. " ; .~~-' .'1' 
Figure 5.- Oxidation of a 
Cadmium single crystal in 
air at 2000 for 19 hours. 
Normal to (0001) • 
Flgure 7. - A1 ternate immersion in mineral 
oil and air of a silver single crystal 
at 2000 for 30 hours. Nonnal to (100). 
~~~ 
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Figure 3. - Oxidation ot a 
lead single crystal in air 
at 2000 tor 10 minutes. 
Normal to (100). 
Figure 6.- Oxidation ot a zinc 
single crystal in air at 
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Flgure 8.- Preferent1al etch-
Ing of a copper sIngle 
crystal In stear1c acid and 
air at 200°. Normal to 
(100) • 
Figure 9.- Preferent1al etch-
ing of a nickel single 
crystal In stearIc ac1d and 
tank hydrogen at 200°. 
Nonnal to (100). 
/ 
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Figure 10.- Preferent1al etch-
ing of a z1nc single crystal 
in stearic acid and air at 
100° • Nonnal to (0001). 
F1gure 11.- Hydrogen-oxygen 
catalytic react10n on a 
s1ngle crystal of nIckel at 
400°. Normal to (100). 
Figure 12. - Hydrogen-oxygen 
catalytic reaction on a 
sIngle crystal of nickel at 
400°. Facets developed 
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F1gure 13.- Prererent1al 
wettIng on (111) regIons at 
an 1ron s1ngle crystal by 
stear1c ac1d 1n a1r at 2000 • 
Normal to (100) • 
Flgure 14.- Prererential 
depos1t1on at s1lver on a 
copper s1ngle crystal 
d1pped 1n 0.01 N s11 ver 
nl trate. Normal to (111). 
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Figure 15.- Prererential 
scal1ng at gold depos1ted on 
a copper s1ngle crystal 
suspended 1n 0.01 N gold 
chlorIde. Normal to (111). 
F1gure 16.- Pattern tormed 
by electrodeposltlon at 
indium on a lead s1ngle 
crystal. Normal to (100). 
FIgure 17.- Hexagonal-shaped 
tacets tormed parallel to 
(0001) on evaporatIon in a 
vacuum at 4000 from a zinc 






Figure 18.- Sodium chloride 
type lattice (ferrous oxide, 
nickel oxide). Normal to 
(100) • 
Figure 19.- SOdium chloride 
type lattice (ferrous oxide, 
nickel oxide). Normal to 
(110) • 
• 
Figure 20. - SOdium chloride 
type lattice (ferrous oxide, 
nickel oxide). Normal to 
(111) • 
F1 gure 21. - CUIlrous oxide type latti ce 0 f in terIlenetratlng 
face-centered cubIc coIlIler atoms and body-centered oxygen 
atoms. Normal to (100). ~
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